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0. Introduction
The prosodic word (henceforth pword) has been defined as “the lowest con-
stituent of the prosodic hierarchy which is constructed on the basis of mapping 
rules that make substantial use of nonphonological notions” (Nespor & Vogel 
1986:107). That is, unlike the boundaries of feet or syllables pword boundaries 
must align with (morpho)syntactic boundaries. While linguists seem to agree 
that languages may differ regarding the questions of whether and which word- 
internal constituents (e.g. stems, prefixes, suffixes, members of compounds) 
form a pword there is no consensus regarding the question of which diagnostics 
are relevant for determining pword structure. In fact, in some descriptions 
pword structure is motivated primarily on the basis of nonphonological proper-
ties like semantic analyzability or the productivity of affixes (cf. Hannahs 
1995, Wennerstrom 1993). It is the aim of this study to help clarify the validity 
and status of the various diagnostics proposed in the literature by identifying 
and analyzing the systematic correlations between various types of 
phonological and non-phonological properties in historically prefixed words in 
English.

Since Aronoff & Sridhar (1983) there has been a consensus that there are 
word-intemal pwords in English which are derived from morphological struc-
ture with crucial reference to affix subclasses (cf. the use of distinct affix- 
linked boundary strengths in Chomsky and Halle 1968). Consider Szpyra’s
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algorithm for mapping morphological structure onto prosodic structure in (la) 
which is illustrated in (lb) (cf. Szpyra 1989):

(1) a [] -»  ([]),„ where [] can contain any number of left and right brackets, but no 
internal occurrences o f ][.

b [in+[moral]A]A 
{[un+][ripe]A]A 
[[in+[polite]A]A[ness]]N 
[[[un+][grammatical]A]Aity]N

([in+[moral]A]A)ro
([[un+])ro([ripe]A]A)0,
([[in+[polite]A]A)0J([ness]]N)0J
([[[un+]W[grammatlcal]A]A'ty]N)o.

As is illustrated in (lb), prosodic structure is largely determined by the lexical 
representations of the affixes shown in (2), which encode their class-member-
ship (cf. Szpyra 1989:185):

Class I 
Class II

suffixes 
+X (e.g. +ity)
[+X] (e.g. [+ness])

prefixes 
X+ (e.g. in+) 
[X+] (e.g.[un+])

Prefixes and suffixes are each divided into two classes on the basis of their 
combinability with “stems”, “words”, or other affixes' as well as their 
phonological and semantic properties. Some of the correlations which have 
been posited for the two affix classes are shown in (3) (cf. Chomsky and Halle 
1968, Siegel 1974, Aronoff 1976, Allen 1978, Kiparsky 1982, Selkirk 1984):

properties: Class I affixes: Class II affixes:
morphological: ♦ can attach to non-word bases

♦ unproductive
♦ attach to words only
♦ productive

phonological: ♦ stress-determining
♦ trigger Nasal Assimilation
♦ trigger Trisyllabic Laxing

♦ stress-neutral
♦ block Nasal Assimilation
♦ block Trisyllabic Laxing

semantic: ♦ yield idiosyncratic meaning ♦ yield compositional meaning

As the correlation of the properties in (3) is generally presupposed in genera-
tive descriptions of English the debate has focused on the question of how to 
account for them in a generative model. As is illustrated by Szpyra’s algorithm 
in (la) the basic approach to this question in terms of pword structure is to

' The claim that the class membership o f affixes restricts their combinability is known as the 
Affix Ordering Generalization (cf. Siegel 1974). There is considerable evidence against the 
Affix Ordering Generalization (cf. Aronoff and Sridhar 1983, Raffelsiefen 1992).
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integrate class 1 affixes, but not class II affixes, into the pword of the stem. As 
for the causal relatedness between the three types of properties in (3) it is 
generally assumed that they all are directly determined by the class member-
ship of the affixes. For example, lack of productivity or semantic idiosyncrasy 
are considered inherent class I properties, whereas productivity and semantic 
compositionality are considered inherent class II properties. The description of 
derived words thus amounts to the proper identification of the class member-
ship of the affixes where the properties contrasted in (3) serve as diagnostics 
for affix classification (cf. Aronoff and Sridhar 1983, Booij and Rubach 1984, 
Nespor and Vogel 1986, Szpyra 1989, Inkelas 1989, Lieber 1993, Hannahs 
1995).

Based on a study of English words historically derived by prefixation I 
will present evidence against the affix-class based approach to pword structure. 
Specifically, it will be shown that affix-inherent properties such as assimilation 
and productivity fail to correlate with other phonological and semantic proper-
ties of derived words. While there is evidence against the affix-class based 
correlations in table (3) some of the properties listed there do indeed correlate 
and indicate a subdivision of historically prefixed words into two types: those 
which conform phonologically to simplexes (i.e. single pwords) versus those 
which show certain phonological “irregularities” indicating that the prefix 
constitutes a separate pword. There is some evidence that words with category-
determining prefixes belong to a third type in which the prefix is neither 
completely integrated into the prosodic structure of the stem nor forms a 
separate pword. To account for the observation that only words in which the 
prefix forms a separate pword have compositional meaning I propose a hearer- 
based model in which semantic interpretation is determined by the prosodic 
parsing of phonetic input structures.

The article is structured as follows. In section 1 I investigate the question 
of which phonological diagnostics for pword structure correlate in English 
prefixed words. The systematic correlation between morphosyntactic and 
prosodic properties of historically prefixed words is analyzed in section 2. It is 
argued there that conditions on the prosodification of loanwords and on the 
historical fusion of pwords can be stated only in a hearer-based model which 
describes the prosodic parsing of phonetic input strings. The relation between 
the prosodic and the semantic structure of historically prefixed words is the 
topic of section 3. In section 4 the prosodic representation of words derived by 
category-determining prefixes is discussed. In section 5 I address the question 
of whether the diagnostics for pwords established for English hold cross- 
linguistically. The conclusions are presented in section 6.
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1. Phonological diagnostics for pword structure
1.1 Nasal Assimilation
Consider the different relative prominences in the adjectives in (4a) and (4b):

retrograde b unafraid
taciturn üncomipt
debonair2 unaware
difficult ünadült
erudite unalike
manifest unimpressed
bellicose unopposed
asinine iminclined
derelict ünreläxed

In underived three-syllable adjectives with final stress, the word-initial syllable 
has regular main stress. This generalization is stated by the redundancy rule in 
(5) where “x” indicates a stressed syllable and indicates an unstressed 
syllable.3

(5) If: [* _ x ]A

/ \
S W

Then: [x _ x]&

The fact that the three-syllable adjectives in (4b) violate rule (5) correlates with 
their morphological structure: in contrast to the adjectives in (4a) each adjec-
tive in (4b) has the structure [prefix] [word] with a strictly compositional 
meaning (cf. sections 2 and 3). The fact that every adjective with the irregular 
stress pattern illustrated in (4b) has the structure [prefix][word] indicates that 
the prefix in those adjectives forms a separate pword as is shown in (6b).

(6) a (retrograde)m b (un)(J,(afraid)cu

2 Only words with a special stress-attracting ending are exceptions to the generalization that 
three syllable adjectives or nouns do not have final main stress (e.g. the ending -air, or word- 
final syllables with high tense vowels). Final main stress in such words is always unstable and 
tends to shift to the initial syllable (the symbol “>” denotes historical sound changes):

-[cr] (debonair)^ > (debonair),, (millionaire),, > (millionaire),
-[iC] (obsolete),, > (obsolete),, (magazine),,, > (magazine)
-[uC] (absolute),,, > (absolute),, (macaroon),, > (macaroon),,

3 The rule in (5) also applies to nouns (e.g. (hümcäne)^, (antelope)^, (anecdote 
(candidate)^, (misanthröpe),0j.
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Specifically, assuming the prosodic structures in (6) the distinct stress contours 
of the adjectives in (4a) versus (4b) can be explained by positing the rules in
(7):

(7) a If: ( [x _ x ]A)(o b If: (prefix)ffl(word)0)

Then: s w Then: w s
([* _ * ]a )o> (prefix)fl,(word)l0

Rule (7b) determines the relative prominence relation between pwords regard-
less of their internal stress contour and applies without exception to prefixed 
verbs and adjectives. Only certain types of nouns have main stress on the 
prefix.''

Assuming rules (7a, b) the placement of main stress indicates that the 
prefix* 1 un- in the adjectives in (4b) constitutes a separate pword. In general, 
relative prominence is a reliable diagnostic for all three-syllable adjectives with 
final stress: word-initial main stress indicates that such adjectives consist of a

4 Nouns which are derived by a prefix which ends in a bilabial or velar consonant have the 
prominence pattem strong - weak. The examples in (i) show that this exceptional relative 
prominence pattem is indeed restricted to nouns:
(i) subculture, subdivision subatomic, abnormal

circumcenter, circumcircle circumfüse
The examples in (ii) show the relevance o f the place of articulation of the prefix-final conso-
nant for relative prominence:
(ii) stepbrother, stepparent twinbrother

är[k]ängel är[c]bishop
The generalization here is perhaps that noun prefixes with a non-canonical form tend to have 
compound stress (i.e. strong weak) where non-canonical prefixes are those with a non-coronal 
coda consonant. This generalization does not pertain to prefixes in which the non-coronal coda 
consonant is due to nasal assimilation (cf. imbalance, i[q]caution).

The second type o f nouns with the prominence pattem strong - weak includes all nouns 
which are converted from verbs in which the prefix forms a separate pword. This exception is 
perhaps motivated by a constraint to avoid homophony with respect to the prefixed base. Such 
conversions typically involve verbs with monosyllabic stems. Examples are given in (iii):

(iii) s
[(m is^prinfiadv -+  [(m is^print),,,]»
[(pre)(0(plan)(0]v -> [ (p reW p M jN  
[(reJisW ulv -» [(rt)o)(rvm)o,]N

Unconverted nouns and nouns with a polysyllabic stem generally follow the rule in (7b) (e.g. 
misalliance, misbehavior, misbelief, disarmament, disadvantage, disharmony, asymmetry, 
asynchrony etc.).
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single pword (cf. (8a)) whereas final main stress indicates that the prefix forms 
a separate pword (cf. (8b)). The arrow “=>” will henceforth be used to relate 
input phonetic structures to inferred pword structures.

/ \ A
(8) a s w => b w s =>

retrograde (retrograde ̂ unafraid (un^afraid)^

The prosodic parsings in (8) based on the rules in (7) relate to the notion of 
positive and negative boundary signals introduced in Trubetzkoy (1939). The 
stress pattern in (8a) is a negative boundary signal in that it indicates the 
absence of a pword boundary in adjectives. The stress pattern in (8b) consti-
tutes a positive boundary signal in that it indicates the presence of a pword 
boundary somewhere between the two stressed vowels. Crucially, pword 
boundaries consistently align with morphosyntactic boundaries.5

Turning now to adjectives derived by a prefix which shows nasal assimi-
lation the evidence from stress suggests that there are words in which such 
prefixes also form separate pwords.6 For example, the adjective impolite, which 
has final main stress, follows the stress pattern of the prefixed adjective in (8b), 
rather than the single pword structure in (8a). Compare impolite with erudite:

/ \ . A
(v) a s w => b w s =>

erudite (erudite)m impolite (im)(ll(polite)0)

5 Similarly the relative prominence pattem in the compound power station as opposed to the 
noun formation  functions as a positive boundary signal asĵ is shown in (i):

(i) w s => s w =>
forestation (forestation)a, power station (power^(station)^

The noun fdrestdtion has the relative prominence pattern weak-strong because for nouns or 
adjectives the last stress in a word is regularly the main stress unless it is on the last syllable or 
the word ends in a liquid or -y. The violation of that rule in power station indicates that the 
relative prominence pattem is determined by the compound rule in (ii):
(ii) If: (word)m(word)m

Then: s w
(word)m(word)m

6 Nasal assimilation can also apply in words derived by un-prefixation (cf. u[m]pleasant, 
u[q]kind). This type o f assimilation, which also applies in compounds (e.g. su[m]bath) and 
phrases (e.g. ca[m] buy), differs from nasal assimilation in iW-prefixations in that it is sensitive 
to register (i.e. it is most likely to occur in fast or casual speech).
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Additional examples are given in (10):

(10) (imMmahireJoj 
(inMdistincOd,
(im) (0(precise)(0
(in) (o(discrete)(0

(inJojlcorrectJd,
(in)ra(exact)(l)
(inJojtdirect)̂
(in)ro(comipt)0)

The data reviewed above indicate a conflict between two of the phonological 
diagnostics mentioned in table (3): the stress patterns indicate that the prefix 
iN- constitutes a separate pword as shown in (9) and (10), whereas nasal 
assimilation indicates that all those adjectives consist of single pwords. One 
argument for relying on stress rather than assimilation as a diagnostic for 
pword structure relates to the fact that all adjectives in (9b) and (10) combine 
with words (rather than ‘stems’) and show compositional semantics. In these 
respects they are identical to the uncontroversial examples in (4b).

There is evidence then that assimilation is not a valid diagnostic for pword 
structure. The difference in assimilation between the prefixes un- and iN- is 
better described in terms of segmental rather than prosodic representation.7 8

The evidence against the putative correlation between nasal assimilation 
and stress extends beyond relative prominence relations in adjectives. Consider 
next the stress patterns of the adjectives and nouns in (11), all of which end in
an unstressed syllable:

(11) a innocent b indi[fr]ent c imbalance
insolent incarnate immodest
impotent infernal improper
infamous incondite immoral
indolent importune indocile
infidel important instable
impudent insipid illegal
imbecile intrepid imprudent

The words in (11a) and (lib ) follow the regular stress patterns of English
adjectives. When the last syllable is unstressed, and the penult vowel is fol-
lowed by at most one consonant, stress falls on the antepenultimate syllable.8 
Stress on the penultimate syllable is stable only if its vowel is followed by a

7 One possible approach refers to underspecification: whereas the consonant in un- could be 
fully specified for the features [nasal] and [coronal] the consonant in iN- could be analyzed as 
lacking specifications for those features.
8 This generalization does not pertain to British English in those cases where the r in the coda 
has been lost (cf. incarnate, infernal, importune, important).
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consonant cluster (cf. the boldfaced clusters in (lib)), or in the presence of 
certain word-endings such as -id and -z'c.9 As was shown by Nessly (1974), 
penultimate stress due to vowel length is unstable in English adjectives and 
nouns. Some examples of historical stress shifts are given in (12) (the symbol 
“>” will henceforth be used to indicate historical phonological change):10

(12) coronal > coronal canorous > canorous
sonorous > sonorous vaginal > vaginal
decorous > decorous abdomen > abdomen

In view of the historical stress shifts in (12) the stability of penultimate stress 
in the nouns and adjectives in (1 lc) needs to be explained. The observation that 
the “irregular” stress in those words correlates consistently with the morpho-
logical structure [prefix][word] and with compositional semantics (e.g. Tack of 
balance’, ‘not modest’, ‘not proper’, etc.; (cf. section 3) suggests that the pro-
sodic structures are as shown in (13c):

(innocent)^ b (indifferent),,. c (im)„,(balance)M
(msolent)^ (incarnate),,, (im ^m odestJo,
(impotent),)) (infernal),,. (im)ü,(pröper)u)
(infamousJo, (incondite),,, (im),„(morale
(indolent)^ (importune^ (inJcfdocileJo,
( infidel )„, (important)^ (inkotstableJo,
(impudent >(0 (insipid)^ (il)o)(legal)o)
(imbecile )o, (intrepid )m (im ),„(prüden^

The pword structures in (13c) explain not only the different stress patterns in 
(11a) and (11c), but also the contrast in word-initial stress in prestress position 
between the words in (1 lb) and (11c). In Webster’s (1990) all words in (11c), 
but none of the words in (lib), are transcribed with the initial stress mark ('). 
Similarly, in Jones and Gimson (1977) and in Wells (1990) the words in (11c), 
but none of the words in (lib ), are transcribed with an optional word-initial 
stress mark “ Further support for the subtle difference in word-initial stress 
between the words in (lib ) and (11c) is cited in Kenyon and Knott (1944):

9 The ending [sant] also attracts penultimate stress (e g. adjacent, adolescent, reminiscent, 
translucent, etc.)
10 While there are English dialects in which the stress shifts in (12) have not (yet) occurred the 
direction o f the shift is always the same: stress on an open penultimate syllable tends to shift to 
the left, never vice versa. That is, anchovy > anchovy is a possible phonological change in 
English, whereas harmony > harmony is not.
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In words like inactive, where in- means ‘not’, and the second part clearly has its 
separate meaning, the in- just before the main accent has a slight stress that could 
be marked thus: ,in'aektiv, or under emphasis even Tn'jektiv. But if  the second 
part does not show a clear meaning, being fused with the in- into a simple word, 
as insipid in'sipid, then the in- is quite stressless. Since with different speakers 
and styles o f speech there are all grades between no stress and full stress, it is not 
feasible to mark this accent, though it often exists in speech. The same statement 
applies to il- and im-. (Kenyon and Knott 1944:218)

Since the the contrast in word-initial stress in (1 lb,c) cannot be explained on 
the basis of differences in the segmental or accentual structure of the words it 
suggests itself to analyze this contrast in terms of distinct pword structures. 
What makes the prosodic analysis in (13c) compelling is the correlation 
between “irregular” word-initial stress and “irregular” penult stress. Both of 
these phenomena indicate the existence of two separate stress domains, that is, 
two separate pwords. Pwords are necessarily stressed because of the condition 
that every pword must dominate at least one foot. The prosodic structure of 
imbalance is given in (14). Relative prominence relations between the pwords 
are determined by rule (7b).

A
(14) *w  Ws

Z Z
I A
(T cts aw 

imbaetans 
‘imbalance’

It seems plausible that hearers infer the prosodic structures in (14) on the basis 
of the contrasts in the accentual properties of the words in (11a, b) versus 
(lie )."  * 13

" If correct, the analysis in (13c) also brings out the parallel between the distinct stress patterns 
in (1 lb) v s ^ l  lc) and^the stress differences in simpleres versus confounds shown in (i):

13 1 2  3 1 2  1
nitrate - night rate convalesce - cotton dress

In English the contrast between primary and secondary stress is more pronounced within 
simplexes than within compounds. In Chomsky and Halle (1968) this observation is accounted 
for by positing a rule which lowers secondary stresses within “words” by one (cf. the stress 
values in (i)). However, assuming that each member of a compound forms a separate pword 
and that pwords (rather than words) constitute the domain o f stress the distinct degrees in 
secondary stress illustrated in (i) follow from the distinct prosodic structures involved:
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The prosodic analysis in (13) also brings out the similarity between stable 
penult stress in (13c) and in (15b), where the claim that the prefixes form sepa-
rate pwords is presumably less controversial. The examples in (15a) show that 
prefixes which are etymologically related to those in (15b) do not necessarily 
form separate pwords (cf. also the cases in (11a, b)). Words derived by non- 
prefixation support the claim that assimilation is not relevant for inferring 
pword structure because that prefix never undergoes nasal assimilation in 
careful speech and yet it can fuse with its stem into a single pword (cf. also 
(nonsense)^, (nonpareil),,,).

(15) a (apodal^
(di'ssonant)m
(nonchalant),,,
(mischte vous)(l)

b (ä^m öral),,, 
(d is^ honest)^  
(nönjjgällanfiß, 
(mis)m(shäpen)ro

In (15b) we again find a correlation between penultimate stress on an open 
syllable, secondary stress on the preceding syllable, wordhood of the base, and 
compositional semantics.

Although the distinction is rather subtle, the presence versus absence of 
secondary stress on the word-initial syllable is the most consistent diagnostic 
for word-internal pword structure in English. In the adjectives in (16), for in-
stance, main stress on the penultimate syllable is regular (i.e. regular if they 
were single pwords). The word-initial secondary stress is accordingly the only 
phonological cue to indicate that the prefixes form separate pwords. The 
presence of initial stress is supported by the phonetic transcriptions of the ad-
jectives in Jones and Gimson (1977), in Wells (1990), and in Webster’s (1990).

(16) a inactive => 
invalid => 
impatient => 
immortal => 
infertile =>

(in)(0(active)(0
(in^validJo,
(im) (o(patient)(0 
(MtofmortalJo,
(in) (fl(f6rtile)0)

b irregular => (ir)t0(regular)a, 
intolerant => (in)(0(tdlerant)(0 
impossible => (im),„(possible),,, 
impractical => (im)(0(practical)(0 
illiberal => (il)(0(liberal)m

Secondary stress in pre-stress position consistently correlates with composi-
tional semantics and with bases which are independent words. There is no evi- (ii)

(ii) (nitrate)„, - (night),,,(rate)(„ (convalesce),,, - (cott on ),„( dress )„,
The only difference between compounds and prefixed words concerns relative prominence. 
Whereas the relative prominence between members o f a compound is in most cases strong- 
weak it tends to be weak-strong in prefixed words (cf. rule (7b)).
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dence from English that nasal assimilation in the prefix indicates prosodic 
fusion with the stem.12

This conclusion holds also for other languages. One compelling example 
concerns German words with a main-stress attracting ending (e.g. -al, -är, -ant, 
-ent). Secondary stress on such endings is found only in compounds or prefixed 
words and follows from the rule that the relative prominence between two 
word-internal pwords is strong-weak in German.

(17) a b s w
-al (phänomenal),,, (ün)(l)( phänomenal),,
-är (spektakulär),,, (ün),„(spektakulär),,.
-ant (interessant)« (ün)«( interessant)«
-ent (intelligent)« (ün)«( intelligent)«

Significantly, the rule that the endings in (17a) attract main stress is violated 
not only in words derived by ««-prefixation as shown in (17b) but also in the 
loanwords in (18), which are historically derived by /TV-prefixation. Both types 
of prefixed words are subject to the same type of nasal assimilation as the
corresponding words in English.

/ \
(18) s w

-al (liberal)« (il)co(liberäl)«
-är (regulär)« (ir)«(regulär)«
-ant (relevant)« (ir)«( relevant)«
-ent (kompetent)« (in)«(kompetent).

The evidence from stress correlates also in German with compositional seman-
tics and the condition that the stem is an independent word. There is clear evi-
dence then that German is like English in that prefixes which show assimilation 
or are unproductive can form separate pwords.

1.2 Voice assimilation
The examples in (19) show that in the early nineteenth century the final frica-
tive in the prefix dis-, but not in mis-, was subject to voicing assimilation 
before voiced segments in stressed syllables (cf. Walker 1826):

12 It is often claimed that Nasal Assimilation and Degemination are correlated. The native 
speakers 1 consulted did not confirm the claim that words such as immodest and unnecessary 
differ regarding degemination.
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(19) a mi[s]6rder
mi[s]lead 
mi[s]guide 
mi[s]rule

b mi[s]c6nduct
mi[s]teach 
mi[s]speak 
mi[s]tnist

di[z]6rder
di[z]like
di(z]glörify
di[z]r6be
di[s]colour
di[s]favor
di[s]kindness
di[s]people

Walker’s transcriptions fail to indicate distinctions in the degree of nonprimary 
stress. However, the subsequent phonological development of these prefixed 
words indicates that both mis- and dis- can form separate pwords in spite of 
their historical differences regarding voicing assimilation. Consider first the 
rule of fricative devoicing, a rule which largely undid the effect of voice 
assimilation illustrated in (19). Fricative devoicing is similar to voice assimila-
tion in that it applied only in prestress position (cf. the examples in (20a) vs. 
(20b)). However, unlike voice assimilation fricative devoicing is sensitive to 
syllabic structure: the rule applies applies only in coda position as is shown by 
the fact that the prevocalic fricatives in (20c) failed to devoice. The interesting 
observation is that devoicing did apply to the prevocalic fricatives in (20d):

di[z]gust > di[s]gust b di[z]mal *> di[s]mal
di[z]dain > di[s]dain gri[z]ly *> gri[s]ly
di[z]bürse > di[s]bürse le[z]bian *> le[s]bian

di[z]aster *> di[s]aster d di[z]honor > di[s]honor
di[z]ease *> di[s]ease di[z]order > di[s]6rder
di[z]61ve *> di[s]61ve di[z]interest > di[s]interest

The devoicing of the prevocalic fricatives in (20d) correlates with secondary 
stress on the initial syllable (cf. Webster’s 1990). Both of these properties indi-
cate that the prefix forms a separate pword. This is because pwords constitute 
the domain of word stress and the domain of syllabification. The syllabification 
of prevocalic consonants in coda position violates the LOI (i.e. Law of Initials) 
and thereby clearly indicates the presence of wordintemal pword boundaries.13

The correlation between voiced stability and lack of initial stress in (20c) 
versus the correlation between devoicing and initial stress in (20d) is captured 
in the prosodic representations in (21). The relative prominence relations in 
(21b) follow from rule (7b):

13 The LOI requires that all prevocalic consonants are syllabified in onset position unless they 
form clusters which never occur word-initially (cf. section 1.4.2).
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(21) a (di[z]äster)t0 b (dis^hönorJo,
(dilzjease)^ (dis)(0(örder)a)
(di[z]ölve)m (dis)üj(interest)0,

Fricative devoicing and initial stress in (21b) further correlate with the status of 
honor, order, and interest as independent words and with compositional 
semantics (‘lack of honor’, ‘lack of order’, ‘lack of interest’). The same holds 
for all cfa-prefixations in (19).

The claim that dis- can constitute a separate pword is also supported by 
relative prominence relations in verbs. Consider the data in (22), which illus-
trate the regular stress patterns in three-syllable verbs which consist of a single 
pword. As is shown in (22a), such verbs have regular main stress on the last 
syllable if that syllable ends in a consonant cluster. Otherwise, main stress on 
the final syllable is unstable, as is shown by the historical stress shifts in (22b) 
(cf. Walker 1826, Webster’s 1862, Webster’s 1990).14

w s
,b w s s w

(comprehend)^ (reconcile)^ > (reconcile^,
(condescend)^ (improvise),!, > (improvise),,,
(contradict^ (compromise)^ > (compromise)^
(recollect),!, (exorcise)^ > (exorcise)^
(correspond)^ (expedite),,. > (expedite^
(resurrect)^ (retrograde )m > (retrograde^
(circumvent),,, (circumscribe),,! > (circumscribe)^
(interrupt),,, (supervise),,, > (supervise),,.

There is accordingly a systematic difference in stress between adjectives and 
verbs. Whereas three-syllable adjectives with final stress always have main 
stress on the initial syllable (cf. the data in (4a)), relative prominence in verbs 
depends on the structure of the final syllable.

The stability of final main stress in three-syllable verbs ending in a single 
consonant is significant for determining their pword structure. The historical 
shift of main stress to the initial syllable as in (22b) indicates that the entire 
verb consists of a single pword. By contrast, stability of final main stress

14 There is no case where a verb with a final consonant cluster has undergone the type o f stress 
shift illustrated in (22b). All three-syllable verbs which end in a cluster and yet have initial 
main stress are converted from nouns or adjectives with initial main stress (cf. to vagabond, to 
ävalänche, to manifold, etc.). For some systematic exceptions to the stress shift in (22b) see 
Raffelsiefen (1993: 82, footnote 104).
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indicates that the word is subject to rule (7b) which means that the prefix forms 
a separate pword:
(23) A  / \

w s w s
misdefine => (mis)C0(define)0)

Significantly, final main stress in verbs derived by t/is-prefixation is just as 
stable as is final main stress in ww-prefixations. In all cases the stability of 
final main stress correlates with the fact that the prefix combines with an inde-
pendent word in a compositional manner.

(24) a (m is^fbehave)^  
(mis)a)(relate)(0 
(mis)(0(recite)(0 
(mis)t0(infer)(0 
(mis)C0(asslgn)(0 
(m isM apply)^  
(mis)(0(decläre)fl)

b (dis)0)(incline)ro 
(dis)(0(appröve)co 
(dis)0)(engage)(0 
(dis)C0(obey)fl) 
(disJmtagreeJo, 
(disJojibelievelo) 
(dis)0)(all6w)(1)

The evidence from stress indicates accordingly that both mis- and dis- can form 
separate pwords.15 The prefix mis- is also similar to dis- in that it does not 
always form a separate pword but also occurs fused into a single pword 
together with the stem. Some examples are given in (25):

(25) a (m ischief)^ (misanthrope)^
b (mistake)^, (misfeasance)^

The claim that the words in (25) consist of single pwords is supported by their 
stress patterns. Word-initial main stress in (25a) shows that the words violate 
rule (7b) and therefore do not consist of two pwords. The words in (25b) lack 
initial secondary stress (cf. Webster’s 1990) which also indicates that the 
(historical) prefix does not form a separate pword. As a result, a classification 
based on assimilatory properties of mis- as a prefix which inherently forms a 
separate pword, and dis- as a prefix which prosodically fuses with the stem, 
fails. Voice assimilation is accordingly like nasal assimilation not a valid diag-
nostic for pword structure.16

15 Final main stress in the adjectice discontent also reflects the effect o f rule (7b) thereby 
signaling that dis- is a separate pword (e.g. (dis)(0(content)(lj). The “irregular” stress in discon-
tent correlates with wordhood o f the base and with compositional semantics.
16 In accordance with the proposal to represent assimilatory properties by segmental under-
specification the fricative in mis- in (19a) could be represented with the feature [-voice] 
whereas the fricative in dis- in (19b) could be left unspecified for the feature [voice] in earlier
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While assimilation does not function as a negative boundary signal it 
might still hold that unassimilated clusters like nb, np, nr function as a positive 
boundary signal and indicate the presence of a pword boundary. However, al-
though such clusters are rare in English simplexes they are occasionally intro-
duced through loan words (e.g. French bo[nb]on, Chinese re[nm]i'[nb]i, Japa-
nese sa[wp]aku, ji[m]icksha) or historical syncope (enemite > e[nm]ity).'n The 
issue of phonotactic boundary signals is discussed in section 1.4.1.

1.3 Minimal Word Requirements
Consider next the correlation between stress and Minimal Word Requirements 
in (historically) prefixed words in English. The initial stress marks in (26) are 
again adopted from Webster’s (1990).17 18

(26) a ab su rd -abnormal
pandemic -  panslavism 
forego -  foreknow 
confederate -  cönföcal 
misfeasance -  misguidance 
disturb -  distrüst 
cisternal -  cislunar 
transparent -  transnational

b amorphous -  amoral 
rebüke -  rebüild 
precarious -  precäncerous 
delay - delöuse 
proportion -  prolife 
coagulum -  coauthor 
binocular -  bimonthly 
dichotomy -  disyllable

The examples in (26) show that every historical prefix which is stressed in 
prestress position is at least bimoraic thereby satisfying the Minimal Word 
Requirement (cf. McCarthy & Prince 1986). The stressed prefixes in (26a) are 
(minimally) bimoraic because they contain a full vowel followed by one or 
more consonants. The stressed prefixes in (26b) are bimoraic because they have 
a long vowel or a diphthong, depending on the dialect. The claim that these 
prefixes satisfy the Minimal Word Requirement is supported by the facts that 
they can be pronounced in isolation and that they rhyme with independent 
words as is shown in (27):

(27) [ey] - h[ey] cf. [eyjmoral
‘a-’ -  ‘hay’
r[iy] - b[iy] cf. r[iy]build
‘re-’ -  ‘bee’
pr[ow] - l[ow] cf. pr[ow]life
‘pro-’ - ‘low’

stages o f  English.
17 In addition such clusters occur in proper names (e.g. De[nm]ark, Sla[nl]ey, He[ia]y).
" In Webster’s (1990) secondary stress is transcribed with a parenthesized mark “(’)”.
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Assuming that stress on a syllable in prestress position indicates that the sylla-
ble forms a separate foot the correlation between stress and moraic structure 
follows from the condition that a foot must be minimally bimoraic. This 
requirement applies also to pwords by virtue of the condition that a pword 
necessarily dominates at least one foot. Both the stress and the moraic structure 
in (26), (27) are accordingly explained on the assumption that the historical 
prefixes form a separate pword.

When not forming a separate pword the cognates of the prefixes in (27) 
have a rather different form. Consider the adjectives in (28) which, like amoral, 
were historically derived by a-prefixation:

(28) a [ojtomic ‘atomic’ b [aejsbestic ‘asbestic’
[ojbülic ‘abulic’ [aäjgnöstic ‘agnostic’
[o]phasic ‘aphasic’ [a;]mnesic ‘amnesic’
[ojgonic ‘agonic’ [a:]sthenic ‘asthenic’

The examples in (28) show that in prestress position low vowels have histori-
cally reduced to schwa in open syllables and have been laxed in closed sylla-
bles.29 19 While the reduction to schwa of non-low vowels is not accepted by all 
speakers the potential reduction indicates that the historical prefix does not 
form a separate pword.20 The comparison of the pronunciations in (29a, b) 
indicate that, at least for some speakers, words with prosodically fused prefixes 
do not differ from comparable unprefixed words with respect to vowel reduc-
tion:

(29) a [ojnomalous
pr[i]carious - precarious
pr[o]lific - p r o lif ic
b[ay]nöcular - b[i]nöcular - b[a]nöcular

b m ateria l
r[i]diculous - r id icu lo u s
l[o]gistics - l[o]gistics
rh[ay]noceros - rh[i]n6ceros - r h in o cero s

The generalization is then that vowels in pre-stress position tend to reduce with 
the result that the syllables count less than two moras. The initial syllable in the 
three variants listed for binocular or rhinoceros have two, one, and, provided 
that the schwa does not count, zero moras. The assumption that syllables which 
have less than two moras cannot form a separate pword rules out the prosodic 
parsings in (30) (the symbol “*=>” indicates ill-formed prosodic parsings):

19 Stressless vowels do not reduce to schwa when followed by another vowel (eg . 
c[o]agulate).
20 The question o f how to analyze the fact that some speakers do not allow for vowel reduction 
in historically prefixed words like precarious is discussed in section 4.
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(30) [ojnomalous 
pr[i]carious 
pr[o]lific 
b[i]nöcular

*=> (a)(0(nomalous)0) 
*=> (pre),„(carious),„ 
*=> (p r o lif ic ) , ,,
*=> (bi)0,(lnocular)(1)

Any syllable for which monomoraic variants are at least marginally acceptable 
does not form a separate pword (cf. binocular in (29a)). This is because reduc-
tion is entirely unacceptable in syllables which do form a separate pword as is 
illustrated in (31):

(31) [ey]moral - *[r>]moral 
r[iy]write - *r[a]write 
pr[öw]läbor - *pr[i>]labor 
pr[iy]cook - *pr[s]cöok

=> (a),„(moral),, 
=> (re)m( write )„, 
=> (pro)0)(labor),„ 
=> (pre)0)(cöok)(1)

No stressed syllable in prestress position has less than two moras. The Minimal 
Word Requirement correlates further with the observation that all stems are 
independent words and with compositional semantics. These correlations indi-
cate that the prosodic structures of the words in (26) are as follows.

(32) a (absürd),„ - (ab)0)(n6rmal)(0 b
(pandemic),0 - (pän)0)(slävism)0)
(forego)^ - (före)0,(knöw),0
(confederate),,) - (cön),0(föcal)ü,
(misfeasance)^ - (mis)ü)(güidance)üj 
(disturb),,, - (dis)o)(trüst),0
(cisternal),,, - (cis),„(lunar),„
(transparent )„, - (träns)ffl(nätional)0)

(amorphous)^ 
(rebukeJtt, 
(precarious)^ 
(delay)m 
(proportion)^ 
(coagulum),0 
(binocular )m 
(dichotomy )ffl

- (ä)(0(möral)a)
- (re)m(büüd)0,
- (pre)a,(cancerous)0,
- (de)ft,(16use)0,
- (prö)o)(ltfe)ü,
- (cö)ü,(äuthor)0)
- (bi)m(monthly)0,
- (di)o)(syllable),0

Moraic structure serves also as a diagnostic for determining the prosodic 
structure of words in which a (historical) vowel-final prefix precedes an 
unstressed syllable. Consider the phonological contrasts between the etymol-
ogically related prefixes in (33a) and (33b) (cf. Webster’s 1990):

a- a [aejtaractic b [eyjpolitical
re- represent r[iy]defend
pre- predecessor pr[iy]determine
pro- propaganda pr[öw]Canädian

The words in (33a) obey a restriction to monomoraic vowels in syllables which 
are followed by at least two syllables, the first of which is unstressed. This 
constraint which is known as “Trisyllabic Laxing” accounts for the illformed- 
ness of the hypothetical forms shown in (34b).
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(34) a (m[as]car6on)<0 b *(m[ey]car6on),„
(p[e]lican)„, *(p[iy]lican)0,
(vfi]negar)M *(v[4y]negar)m
([ä]peräte)M *([öw]peräte)0,

Violations of Trisyllabic Laxing often indicate an intervening pword boundary. 
The words in (35a) are either compounds or words with consonant-initial 
suffixes, which are not integrated into the pword of the stem, and therefore 
include a pword boundary. Trisyllabic Laxing never applies in such contexts. 
However, there are also many violations of Trisyllabic Laxing in words derived 
by vowel-initial suffixes, which consist of one pword, as is illustrated in (35b).

(35) a b[iy]ver dam
neighb orh ood
br[ey]zenness

(beaver)(l,(dam)(1, 
(neighbor ),„hood 
(brazen)(1,ness

b ob[iy]sity 
m[ey]kable 
h[iy]thenish

(obesity),,,
(makable),,,
(heathenish),,,

The exceptions in (35b) are systematic in that the tense vowel in the suffixed 
form corresponds to a tense vowel in the base (e.g. ob[\y]se ‘obese’, m[ey]ke 
‘make’ h[\y]then ‘heathen’). The occurrence of the bimoraic vowels in (35b) 
accordingly does not argue against the “Trisyllabic Laxing constraint” but 
rather shows that this phonological constraint can be dominated by an identity 
constraint which requires the vowels in the derived word to be identical to the 
corresponding vowel in the base.21 If identity constraints cannot play a role 
because a word is not based on an independent word there is a tendency for 
bimoraic vowels in the Trisyllabic Laxing position to destabilize as is shown 
by the relatively recent changes in (36):22

21 This constraint ranking accounts for the distribution o f lax and tense vowels in the three- 
syllable words in (i). For additional examples see Raffelsiefen (to appear).
(i) ([ejnergy)m (s[iy]crecy),„ (cf. s[\y]cret)

(l[e]gacy)01 (fr[iy]quency)„, (cf./r[iyjquem)
(r[e]medy)w (d[iy]cency)(l, (cf. d[iy]cent)
(met[i]culous)0, (d[ey]ngerous)0, (cf. d[ey)nger)
(cr[E]dulous),0 (f[iy]verous)ro (cf./[iy]ver)
(tr[e]cherous)ra ([6w]dorous)„, (cf. [owjrfor)

22 The few words in question which show no sign o f instability are synchronic pseudo-
compounds, which exhibit the stress contour characteristic for compounds (e.g. nightingale) or 
pseudo-suffixations whose ending is homophonous to an inflectional suffix (e.g. evening).
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( 36) (t[iy]nable)*, > 
(am[iy]nable),„ > 
([öw]celot)(l) > 
([ey]pricot),„ >

(t[e]nable),0
(am[i-]nable)*,
([djcelot)*,
([ai]pricot)„,

Violations of Trisyllabic Laxing in prefixed words indicate reliably that the 
prefix forms a separate pword. That is, such violations always correlate with 
compositional semantics and the fact that the stem is an independent word. The 
pword structures indicated by the moraic structures of the initial syllables in 
(33) are given in (37):

(37) a (ataractic)*, 
(represent),,, 
(predecessor ),„ 
(propaganda),,,

b (a),„(political)*, 
(re)*,(defend)*, 
(pre)*,(determine)*, 
(pro)*,(Canadian)*,

The claim that the historical prefixes in (37a) do not form separate pwords is 
supported not only by their susceptibility to Trisyllabic Laxing but also by the 
illformedness of forms such as *([as])„, or *([pre])„. Such forms are informed 
pwords because they violate the Minimal Word Requirement and also because 
of a constraint against lax vowels in pword final position.23 The only systematic 
exception to this generalization is the low back vowel [a], which differs from 
other lax vowels in that it satisfies the Minimal Word Requirement as is shown 
by independent words like [spa] ‘spa’, [bra] ‘bra’.24 The existence of these 
words indicates that the vowel [a] is bimoraic in spite of being lax.25

23 The claim that the constraint against lax vowels refers to the pword-fmal and not to the 
syllable-final position is supported by words like [sx.thair] ‘satire’ where the t is syllabified 
exclusively in onset position as is shown by its aspiration, (cf. section 1.4.2.1).
24 These words are transcribed with a short [a] tn Kenyon and Knott and with a long [a:] in 
Jones and Gimson (1977) and in Wells (1990).
25 The assumption that vowels which are low and back are bimoraic also resolves a conflict 
exhibited by the negative prefix a- in German. Hall (this volume) concludes that that prefix 
cannot be a pword because it violates the Minimal Word Requirement. His conclusion con-
flicts with the evidence from stress because the prefix a- always carries main stress when it 
attaches to an independent word thereby yielding patterns which do not occur in Simplexes 
(e.g. asymmetrisch ‘asymmetrical’, apolitisch ‘apolitical’). This apparent violation o f regular 
stress patterns indicates that stress is determined by a relative prominence rule which requires 
the lefthand pword within a (syntactic) word to be stronger than the nghthand pword. This rule 
applies to compounds and prefixed words alike (e.g. unsympathisch ‘unappealing’, Tischbein 
‘table leg’). Assuming that low vowels are bimoraic the evidence from stress, which indicates 
that the prefix a- forms a separate pword, no longer conflicts with Minimal Word Require-
ments.
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Since wordinitial syllables which precede an unstressed syllable are always 
stressed in English the data in (37) do not shed light on the question of whether 
the moraic evidence correlates with the evidence from stress when it comes to 
determining the pword structure of historically prefixed words.39 26 However, 
there are cases which allow for the correlation between these properties to be 
tested. Recall that verbs with three syllables and final stress have regular main 
stress on the initial syllable unless they end in a consonant cluster (e.g. 
improvise vs. interrupt). Since verbal prefixes which form a separate pword 
always have secondary stress the correlation between Minimal Word Require-
ments and stress can be tested by examining verbs which consist of a mono-
syllabic vowel-final prefix and an iambic stem which ends in maximally one 
consonant. Relevant examples are listed in (38):

(38) a r[E]concile 
r[E]cognize 
r[e]gulate 
r[E]legate 
r[£]plicate

b r[iy]combine 
r[iy]compbse 
r[iy]divide 
r[iy]commit 
r[iy]align

The native coinages in (38b) violate both Trisyllabic Laxing and the constraint 
against final main stress in the type of three-syllable verb described above. 
Both these violations signal that those verbs consist of two separate pwords (cf. 
(39b)). By contrast, the satisfaction of Trisyllabic Laxing together with the 
regular initial main stress in the historically prefixed verbs in (38a) show that 
these verbs consist of only one pword (cf. (39a)). These examples thus show a 
perfect correlation between the two types of phonological evidence under 
consideration.

(39) a (rjEjconcile),!, 
(riejcognize^  
(rfejgulätejß, 
(rtEjlegateJo, 
(rfEjplicäteXo

b (r[iy])o)(combine)(0 
(r['y])ö)(compöse)m 
(r[>y])(o(divide)m 
(rfiylMcommitla, 
(r[iy])a)(align)aj

The phonological evidence for pword structure correlates further with the 
observation that all stems are independent words (e.g. combine, compose, etc.) 
and with compositional semantics.

26 In careful pronunciation the stress on the prefixes in (37b), which form separate pwords, 
should be stronger than the stress on the historical prefixes in (37a), which are integrated into 
the pword o f the stem. These distinctions in the degree of stress are perhaps too subtle to judge 
consistently (cf. also footnote 11).
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For additional evidence for the correlation between stress and moraic 
structure consider the data in (40) (cf. Walker 1826, Webster’s 1862, Webster’s 
1990):

recognize > r[e]cognize b r[iy]löcäte
renovate > r[e]novate r[iy]pröcess
designate > d esign ate r[iy]finänce
enervate > [e]nervate r[iy]äccess
demonstrate > dem onstrate r[iy]cöntäct

The stress shifts in (40a) reflect the transition from quantity-sensitive to alter-
nating stress. The stability of main stress on the penultimate syllable in (40b) 
correlates with the fact that the preceding syllable satisfies the Minimal Word 
Requirement. Both of these phonological properties indicate that the historical 
prefixes in (40b) form separate pwords as is shown in (41).

(41) a (recognize)^ 
(renovate)^ 
(designate)(l) 
(enervate),,,
(demonstrate )ro

b (r ea llo ca ted  
(re)fI,(process )„, 
(re)co(finance)(o 
(reMaccessJo, 
(r e d  (contact)^

The data in (40) indicate a consistent correlation between stress patterns and 
moraic structure. From the perspective of the hearer reference to moraic 
structure often allows for a more precise location of pword boundaries than 
does reference to stress. Lax vowels other than [a] signal precisely that no 
pword boundary follows immediately. By contrast, schwa can occur in pword- 
final position (e.g. comm[a\ ‘comma’, zebr[a] ‘zebra’) but any string which 
contains no vowel other than schwa cannot form a pword. It follows that a 
schwa in a word-initial syllable signals that none of the following consonants is 
preceded or followed by a pword boundary (cf. the historically prefixed word 
in (28a)). While schwa and lax vowels function as negative boundary signals 
unreducible bimoraic vowels signal the presence of a pword boundary. In 
prestress position such vowels indicate a following pword boundary whose 
precise location with respect to the following consonants is not determined 
(e.g. (b[iy])m(hive)m, (cr[iy]m),„(pie)0), (f[iy]ld)M(work)0)). A bimoraic vowel 
before two or more syllables the first of which is unstressed strongly suggests 
that the first and the third syllable do not belong to a single pword but the 
precise location of the boundary is not further determined.27 In historically

27 Recall that this applies only to unsuffixed words in which the occurrence of a tense vowel
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prefixed words the occurrence of an unreducible bimoraic vowel always corre-
lates with the evidence from stress to indicate that the prefix forms a separate 
pword.

1.4 Syllable structure
One of the defining properties commonly associated with pwords is their role 
as the domain of syllabification (cf. Booij and Rubach 1984). In this section I 
investigate the correlation between syllable structure and other prosodic prop-
erties, wordhood, and semantic compositionality in English.

1.4.1 The phonotactic structure o f syllables
Phonotactics plays a stronger role as a negative than as a positive boundary 
signal. That is, there are few clusters which signal the presence of a pword 
boundary but there are many clusters which signal the absence of a preceding 
or following pword boundary. This difference is based on the asymmetrical 
distribution of clusters in word-internal position compared to word edges. 
While there are many clusters which occur within words but not word-initially 
or word-finally the opposite case does not exist. That is, there are no clusters 
which occur word-initially or word-finally but not within pwords:

-mn-
within words 
inso[mn]ia, a[mn]esia

word-initially word-finally

-bs- a[bs]ent, a[bs]urd — —
-lg- a[lg]orithm, vu[lg]ar — —
-mpstr- se[mpstr]ess — —

Clusters like [mn] accordingly function as negative boundary signal in that 
they rule out certain pword boundaries (e.g. *(mnX)0), *(Xmn),0) but they do 
not indicate the presence of any pword boundaries.

The asymmetry in question is also reflected in loan word phonology. It is 
quite common for clusters to be simplified word-initially but not word- 
intemally as is illustrated in (43a, b):

[psychology > [s]ychology
[pn]eumonia > [njeumoma
[pt]omaine > [tjomaine
[bdjellium > [djellium
[knjickerbocker > [n]ickerbocker
[gn]occhi > [n]occhi

b ca[ps]ize, har[ps]ichord 
hy[pn]otize, di[pn]oid 
ba[pt]ize, ana[pt]yxis 
a[bd]uct, he[bd]omad 
pi[kn]ic, ara[kn]oid 
ma[gn]et, co[gn]ition

could not be due to an identity constraint (e.g. oh[\y}sity - ob[\y]se).
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[mn]emonic > [n]emomc a[mn]esty, gy[mn]asium

Even word-internal clusters of three or more consonants or clusters which 
include obstruents which differ in voicing tend to be adopted unmodified as is 
illustrated in (44). The claim that those words, all of which are historically pre-
fixed, are parsed as single pwords is supported by the fact that they have only 
one word stress. The evidence from stress correlates with non-compositional 
semantics and with the fact that the stems of those words are not necessarily 
independent words.

(44) (e[kskl]ude)(l„ (e[kstr]a)m, (e[kspr]ess)„„ (e[kskj]use)0„ (e[kskr]ement)M 
(di[sgr]üntle)(„, (di[sgr]ace)(1„ (tra[nsgr]ess)„„ (a[bstr]act)m, (su[btr]act)m

The data in (44) suggest that complex word-internal clusters are easily adapted 
by English .speakers even if they have not been encountered before. However, 
there are limits to the adaptation of internal clusters as is indicated by the 
simplification of clusters consisting of consonants which differ only in voicing 
illustrated in (45) (cf. the transcriptions in Kenyon and Knott 1944 and 
Webster’s 1990):

(45) [sobpiyna] > [so.piyno]

In a word like subpoena, which is not based on an independent word, the 
cluster bp necessarily destabilizes. In other cases such clusters do presumably 
signal an intervening pword boundary (e.g. sM[bp]/ot, su[bp]rofessional, 
su[bp]otent).

There are no conflicts between boundary signals relating to phonotactics 
and other phonological evidence for pword structure. Consider the adjective 
amnesic, for which all phonological diagnostics correlate and indicate that the 
historical prefix is not followed by a pword boundary as is shown in (46):

(46) ‘ (aeJcjtmniyzik),,, *(®)0) violates the Minimal Word Requirement, the constraint
against lax vowels in pword-fmal position, and the constraint 
which requires every pword to have word stress 
*(mniyzik)0): initial cluster violates phonotactic constraint

A form such as [eymniyzik], where the vowel indicates that the historical pre-
fix forms a separate pword and yet an illicit word-initial cluster follows, could 
not exist in English. Similarly, the cluster following the lax vowel could not be 
affected by simplification (i.e. [aemniyzik] *> [asniyzik] is not a possible 
change in current English).
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1.4.2 Syllabification
The syllable structure of a string which forms one domain of syllabification is 
determined entirely by its segmental and accentual properties. According to the 
LOI (i.e. Law of Initials) prevocalic clusters are syllabified in onset position 
unless they do not occur word-initially (cf. rule 1 in Kahn 1976).28 All remain-
ing segments are syllabified in coda position (cf. rule II in Kahn 1976). In 
American English every segment in onset position which is followed by an 
unstressed vowel and preceded by a [-consonantal] segment is associated with 
the preceding syllable thereby becoming ambisyllabic (cf. rule III in Kahn 
1976). As will be shown in this section any violations of these rules indicate 
separate domains of syllabification and are hence positive boundary signals. 
Consider the LOI violations in (47a) which signal the presence of an interven-
ing pword boundary.

(47) a su[b. literature 
sti[b.r]egion 
di[s.l]ike 
mi[d.w]inter

(sub)(„(literature)„, 
(sub)„,(region)(„ 
(dis)M(ltke)(„ 

(m id)^ winter),,,

b (cf. [bl]ue) 
(cf. [br]ead) 
(cf. [sl]ang) 
(cf. [dw]arf)

The words in (47a) violate the LOI because the obstruents are not syllabified 
together with the following sonorant in onset position even though the clusters 
in question occur word-initially (cf. the words in (47b)). LOI violations in 
historically prefixed English words correlate consistently with two word 
stresses, with stems which are independent words, and with compositional 
semantics. By contrast, the syllabification of the final consonant of a historical 
prefix exclusively in onset position correlates with one word stress and with 
noncompositional semantics as is illustrated in (48):

(48) su[.bl]iminal 
su[.b]tirban 
d isin tegrate  
di[.z]61ve 
di[.z]ease 
mi[.s]anthropy

=> (subliminal),,, 
=> (suburban),,,
=> (disintegrate),,, 
=> (dissolve),,, 

(disease),,,
=> (misanthropy)0,

The correlation of these properties indicates that pwords form the domain of 
syllabification. Unfortunately, the evidence from syllabification is somewhat 
impaired by the fact that in many cases speakers find the distinctions in 
question too subtle to judge. However, for some consonants the pronunciation

28 For strictly phonological conditions on syllabification see especially Vennemann (1988).
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varies greatly depending on the position within the syllable. Recall the process 
of fricative devoicing in coda position mentioned in section 1.2. In American 
English voiceless stops have distinct allophones whose distribution is deter-
mined entirely by their position within the syllable. Reference to those 
allophones allows for a conclusive study of the correlation between syllabifi-
cation and other diagnostics for pword structure.

1.4.2.1 Aspiration
Consider the correlation between word-initial stress and aspiration in (49):

(49) a dis[p]arage 
dis[k]6ver 
dis[t]urb 
mis[t]ake

b disfp^eople 
dis[k^]61or 
dis[t^]rüst 
mistime

In (49a) lack of initial stress correlates with non-aspiration of the bracketed 
voiceless stops. Both of these properties indicate that the historically prefixed 
words form a single domain of stress and a single domain of syllabification. 
Specifically, the lack of aspiratedness of the prevocalic voiceless stop shows 
that the prefix-final s is syllabified in onset position in accordance with the 
LOI. This is because stops are aspirated only if they occur in syllable-initial 
position as is shown in (50) (cf. Kahn 1976). Only relevant association lines 
are shown in this section:

(50) a o  b a

/  /
s[p]m [pn]in

The aspiration of the stops in (49b) indicates that they occur in syllable-initial 
position and hence violate the LOI. This LOI-violation correlates with the 
‘irregular’ word-initial stress and indicates that the prefix forms a separate 
pwords as is shown in (51b):

(51) a a  b a a
y  j  /

(dis[p]arage)(o (dis)m([ph]eople)a>

The aspiration of a stop after 5 is a positive boundary signal which indicates 
that a pword boundary immediately precedes the stop. The same analysis 
applies to the remaining examples in (52), to compounds, and across words as 
is illustrated in (52b).
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(52) a (d iscover),,, 
(dis[t]urb)(u 
(mis[t]ake)0) 

b (mus[t]ache)M 
(misfijrafio, 
(asIpJecOo,

(dis)m([kh]ölor)(l)
(dis)m([th]rust)0)
(mis)a>([thlime)(l)
(price)(0([t"]ag)(0
(brassMIt^rade),,,
(büs)(D([th]icket)ü)

(kiss)0)([th]im)0)
(miss)(l)([th]racy)m
(pass)0)([ph]am)(l)

The evidence for prosodic structure based on aspiration correlates with the evi-
dence from stress, wordhood, and semantic compositionality. In all prefixed 
verbs and adjectives in which an aspirated stop is preceded by s we find that 
relative prominence relations are determined by rule (7b). The fact that aspira-
tion is weaker in the verbs in (53a) compared to the examples in (53b) is 
explained by the respective phonetic environments: the more stress a vowel has 
the stronger is the aspiration on the preceding stop.

(53) a (mis)(0([plhl]ron6unce){0 
(mis)(D([k(h)jonstnie)(0 
(dis),ü([k(h)]ompöse)m 
(disMik^ionfimbo,

b (mis)0)([ph]rint)(0 
(mis)w([kh]lassify)a) 
(dis)(l,([kh]6urteous),0 
(dis)m(tph]leasure)w

As was noted before, there is no evidence for a prosodic difference between the 
prefixes dis- and mis-.

1.4.2.2 Glottalization
Consider next the correlation between word-initial stress and the distribution of 
aspirated versus glottalized coronal stops in (54). The symbol ft'] represents a 
glottalized t:

(54) a D e t r o i t
pe[th]roleum
ma[th]riculate
me[t^]ropolis

b ou[t']ride 
öu[t']ränk 
öu[t']run 
öu[t']reach

The words in (54b) are marked because of the secondary stress in pre-stress 
position. Furthermore, the glottalization of the [t] indicates syllabification in 
coda position even though an r follows. Since the cluster tr forms a wellformed 
syllable onset the stops should be aspirated rather than glottalized as is illus-
trated by the “regular” examples in (54a). The glottalization of stops before r 
indicates accordingly another LOI-violation and signals that a pword boundary 
immediately follows the stop. The pword structures in (55) account for the cor-
relation between unstressed word-initial syllables and aspiration on the one 
hand and secondary stress in prestress position and glottalization on the other:
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(55) a a  b o a

/  \ /
(De[ th]roit)o) (0u[f])io(ride)(o

The correlation between initial stress and glottalization also holds for com-
pounds and across words:

(56) (ni[th]räte)(0 (nighlt'DJrate),,, (figh[t’])0;,(R6n)(,)

In contrast to aspiration, glottalisation is sensitive not only to syllable position 
but also to place of articulation.29 Kahn notes that glottalisation is strongest for 
t, applies less to p, and is weakest for k. Consequently, glottalization is a good 
diagnostic for prosodic structure only in words whch include a t followed by r.

1.4.2.3 Flapping
Consider the distribution of flapped versus aspirated stops in (57):

(57) a pr6[ra]stant ‘Protestant’ b prö[t*b]hitian ‘pro-Tahitian’
pro[ro]sis ‘protasis’ proft^a]betan ‘pro-Tibetan’

According to Kahn flapping is another rule which is sensitive to syllable 
structure. Specifically, he claims that coronal stops are flapped when ambisyl- 
labic. One condition for ambisyllabicity relates to stress. Kahn’s rule III associ-
ates an onset consonant with the preceding syllable when it is preceded by a 
[-consonantal] segment and followed by an unstressed vowel. The relevant 
association line is dashed in (58):

(58) a a a a
\ /  /

(bu[rs]r)ü> (de[th]ain)<o

The failure of rule III to apply in the words in (57b) indicates the existence of 
separate prosodic domains. Like rules I and II, rule III applies only within 
pwords. The relevant structures are given in (59):

(59) a a  a  b a a

v  /
(prolrJestantJü, (pro)(0([r]ahitian)0J
‘Protestant’ ‘pro-Tahitian’

2I> In addition, glottalization applies only if the preceding segment has the feature 
[-consonantal].
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The occurrence of an aspirated coronal stop which is preceded by a 
[-consonantal] segment and followed by an unstressed vowel in American 
English indicates accordingly that the stop is immediately preceded by a pword 
boundary.

There are also cases where the occurrence of a flap functions as a positive 
boundary signal. Consider the contrast between the aspirated and flapped stops 
in (60):

(60) a de[th]ain b ou[r]eat ‘outeat’
r6[th]ate hi[r]Al ‘hit Al'

The flaps in (60b) are marked because a consonant before a stressed vowel 
should regularly be syllabified exclusively in onset position and not be ambi- 
syllabic. Flapping in such an environment is described by Kahn’s rule V, which 
creates ambisyllabicity by associating a consonant with a following vowel 
across pword boundaries regardless of stress. The application of rule V is 
marked by the dashed line in (61 ):30 31

(61) o c t  a a
/  U '

(detain)a) (out)a>(eat)<n

The occurrence of a flapped stop in pre-stress position in American English
indicates consistently that the stop is immediately followed by a pword bound-

31ary.
To summarize, the LOI violations and the ‘irregularities’ relating to ambi-

syllabicity correlate consistently with the evidence from stress, with the satis-
faction of Minimal Word Requirements, with stems which are independent 
words, and with compositional semantics. Syllabification not only signals the 
presence of word-internal pword boundaries but also reliably indicates their 
precise location.

30 Kahn’s claims that ambisyllabicity arises whenever a consonant-final word is followed by a 
vowel-initial word and that flapping is an automatic consequence o f ambisyllabicity are con-
tradicted by examples such as host Al, where the t is not flapped.
31 McCarthy & Prince (1993) describe the ambisyllabicity o f  the final consonant in (60b) with 
reference to a constraint “Final-C” which requires that every pword end in a consonant. The 
relevance o f  that constraint is not clear since the ambisyllabicity results from the satisfaction of  
both the constraint which requires every segment to be syllabified within a given domain of  
syllabification (i.e. the pwords (out)0) (hit)m) and the constraint Onset, which requires every 
syllable to have an onset.
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As one might expect there is no evidence for a correlation between syllabi-
fication and assimilation. That is, the syllabification of the nasal in the prefix 
iN-, which assimilates to the following stop or sonorant, does not differ from 
the syllabification of the nasal in the prefix un-, which does not assimilate. 
Both are ambisyllabic if a vowel follows (cf. (62a, b), which is not true for 
nasals which are not followed by a pword boundary (cf. (62c)).

(62) a

(ünlojtäble)^
(un)0)(even)(0
(un)(o( interesting^  
(iin^ethicabo, 
(an),„(easy),,,

(inMactive)^
(in^telegantlo,
(m ^accurate)^
(in^adequateio,
(in)o)(action)(0

/
(inane),!, 
(inordinate )m 
(inimical),,,
(inept )m 
(iniquity )m

However, ^ince there are no distinct allophones associated with the position of 
the n within the syllable it is generally not possible to elicit clear judgements 
concerning the syllabification contrasts in (62).

1.5 The correlation between focus and other diagnostics for pword structure 
According to Wennerstrom (1993) the accent on the historical prefixes in (63), 
which is represented by capital letters, indicates focus:

(63) That country has both INtemal and External problems.
This function is DEcreasing here, but INcreasing there.
John expected to be promoted, and was shocked at being DEmoted.
I still say she’s a very effective manager; it’s the equipment that’s DEfective

She analyzes the data as follows:
I conclude that prefixes form separate prosodic words when they are semantically 
analyzable with respect to their stems, and that the prosodic word is the minimum 
domain o f PAA [Pitch Accent Association, R.R.], a process which links pitch 
accent to the highest grid mark within a focused u . (Wennerstrom 1993:322)

The type of semantic analyzability Wennerstrom has in mind differs from the 
notion of semantic compositionality crucially involving word bases used in this 
paper (cf. section 3). Using her notion of semantic analyzability and focusabil- 
ity as diagnostics she claims that the capitalized prefixes in (63) form separate 
pwords. However, focus does not correlate with the phonological diagnostics 
for pwords established here. None of the historical prefixes in (63) is stressed 
in regular pronunciation (cf. Webster’s 1990, Jones & Gimson 1977, Wells
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1990) and vowel reduction in open syllable is possible (e.g. pr[o]moted, 
defective). As has been shown above, these phonological properties indicate 
that the prefixes are not separate pwords. The fact that the prefixes in (63) do 
not combine with words also argues against their analysis as pwords (cf. sec-
tion 2). It can be concluded then that focusability does not correlate with the 
phonological evidence and is not a useful diagnostic for pword structure.

1.6 Types o f correlating properties
In the preceding sections I have presented evidence that the phonological prop-
erties which serve as diagnostics for pword structure relate either to syllabifi-
cation (e.g. onset or coda conditions, LOI-violations, ambisyllabicity), stress 
(stress patterns, relative prominence patterns, stress-sensitive rules like Trisyl-
labic Laxing or vowel reduction) or to Minimal Word Requirements. All of 
these properties consistently correlate with respect to the question of whether a 
historic prefix in English forms a separate pword or is integrated into the 
pword of the stem. By contrast, assimilation correlates with none of those 
properties. Perhaps this difference between assimilation and syllabification, 
stress, and Minimal Word Requirements relates to the fact that the latter prop-
erties all relate directly to the Prosodic Hierarchy. That is, assuming that 
pwords, feet, syllables, and moras are part of a hierarchically arranged set of 
phonological units such that each unit is properly contained in the superordi-
nate unit of which it is a part (cf. Nespor & Vogel 1986) the correlation 
between these properties makes sense. For example, the observation that LOI 
violations indicate pword boundaries relates to the proper containment of 
syllables within pwords. The observation that pwords are subject to Minimal 
Word Requirements follows from the fact that pwords dominate feet, which 
must be minimally binary (either on the moraic or on the syllabic level) and 
hence necessarily satisfy the Minimal Word Requirement.

Assimilation differs from syllabification, stress, and Minimal Word 
Requirements not only in that it fails to relate to the Prosodic Hierarchy. In 
addition it holds that to the hearer clusters exhibiting “assimilation” do not 
signal the absence of an intervening pword boundary. That is, the relevant 
clusters occur both within and across pwords as is illustrated in (64):

(64) i[mb]alance => ?
i[mp]roper => ?
di[zm]ember => ?
di[zb]urden => ?

(cf. (steatmlojfbjoafia,, (ba[mb]oo)nl) 
(cf. (creafmiJpJieJo,, (la[mp]oon)0)) 
(cf. (jatz^fmjusicianio,, (pla[zm]a)ra) 
(cf. (cheejz^bjurgerlo,, (le[zb]ian)03)
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In general there exist no clusters which signal the absence of an intervening 
pword boundary. From the point of view of the hearer assimilation accordingly 
never functions as a negative boundary signal for pword structure which distin-
guishes assimilation from the phonological properties which relate to the 
Prosodic Hierarchy.32

1.7 Cases o f non-correlation in suffixation
While the evidence from syllabification, stress, and Minimal Word Require-
ments correlates consistently when determining the pword structure of histori-
cally prefixed words in English these properties occasionally conflict for suf-
fixed words. Consider the two words in (65), which represent consonant-initial 
and vowel-initial suffixation respectively:

(65) a sliyp' b s b aslfobothayz
‘sleep+less’ ‘alphabet+ize’

In sleepless the stop is glottalized rather than aspirated even though pi is a 
well-formed onset cluster in English. This LOI violation indicates that the stop 
is followed by a pword boundary.Yet the suffix is unstressed which shows that 
it does not form a pword itself.

Rather than illustrating a conflict between the evidence from stress and 
from syllabification when it comes to determining pword structure this exam-
ple contradicts the Strict Layer Hypothesis. Specifically, this example conflicts 
with the requirement that every unit is composed of one or more units of the 
immediately lower category (cf. Nespor & Vogel 1986). Assuming that this 
requirement does not hold universally the adjective sleepless can be analyzed 
as a concatenation of a pword and a syllable which together form a clitic group 
as is shown in (66). The same analysis holds for all words derived by conso-
nant-initial suffixes in English.33

52 In fact, total assimilation as in irregular, illiberal, immodest, etc. can function as a positive 
boundary signal provided that the sonorants are indeed long (cf. the transcriptions in Webster's 
1990). This is because long consonants do not occur within pwords in English.
(i) i[mm]odest => (im)m(modest)„,

i[ll]iberal => (il)t,,(liberal)Cj)
i[rr]egular => (irjjregular),,,

33 Cf. Raffelsiefen (to appear).
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(66) C

CT CT
sliyp' b s

The example in (65b), which is derived by a vowel-initial suffix, exhibits a 
genuine conflict between syllabification and stress. Specifically, sequences of 
unstressed syllables never occur in underived verbs (e.g. eliminate, exacerbate, 
interrogate) which might suggest that the stem and the suffix do not form a 
single domain of stress. In fact, Aronoff & Sridhar (1983) analyze the suffix 
-ize as a clitic to account for stress-neutrality (i.e. (alphabetize). However, 
this analysis conflicts with the fact that in American English a prevocalic t 
would always be flapped when followed by a pword boundary regardless of the 
stress on the following syllable as is shown by the clitic group [paenz] ‘Pat is’ 
and the compound [baeriyr], ‘bat ear’.

How can the conflict between aspiration and apparent stress-neutrality be 
resolved? Assuming the pword structure (alphabetize)^ one could account for 
the word-initial stress by associating the suffix -ize with an identity constraint 
which requires the stress in the derived form to be identical to the stress in the 
base.34 By contrast, the syllabification of the t in onset position in alphabetize 
could not be explained by any identity constraint regardless of the pword 
structure of that word.

To conclude, the evidence from syllabification, which suggests the pword 
structure (alphabetize)^, is the critical diagnostic for determining pword 
structure because syllabification is determined exclusively by its domain and 
strictly phonological constraints like the LOI. By contrast, stress patterns in 
English can also be determined by identity constraints which potentially 
obscure the strictly phonological evidence for pword structure (cf. also the 
discussion of the violations of Trisyllabic Laxing in (35b)). Once identity 
effects are disregarded the evidence from stress and syllabification correlate 
perfectly in English suffixation.35

34 Note that the stress pattern o f alphabetize does not indicate that the word includes two sepa-
rate domains o f word stress. This can be inferrred from contrasts in the non-primary stress in 
alphabetize, which forms a single pword, and compounds like consumer price, which consist 
of two pwords. That is, the stress on the weak member o f  a compound is stronger than any 
non-primary stresses within pwords (cf. footnotes 11, 26).
35 Note that the relative prominence between pwords cannot be affected by identity constraints
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2. The relation between morphological and prosodic structure
2.1 The correlation between prosodic and morphosyntactic properties o f 

(historically) prefixed words
It was demonstrated in section 1 that in English all properties relating to pro-
sodic structure (i.e. Minimal Word Requirements, stress patterns, syllable 
structure) consistently correlate with respect to the question of whether a 
historic prefix forms a separate pword or is integrated into the pword of the 
stem. The claim that these diagnostics are relevant for determining pword 
structure is supported by their additional correlation with morphosyntactic stem 
properties. The boundaries of pwords established on the basis of prosodic 
structure align consistently with morphological boundaries. The generalization 
for English is that pword boundaries which align with the right edge of a prefix 
align also with the left edge of an independent word. This generalization is best 
illustrated with cases where the stem is somewhat obscure being familiar to 
some speakers but not to others. Such prefixed words are typically listed with 
two variants in dictionaries, one indicating that the prefix forms a separate 
pword, and the other indicating that it is fused with the stem into a single 
pword. Consider for example the variants of the adjective acephalous in (67) 
listed in Webster’s (1990):

(67) [eysefobs] -  [asefobs]

The adjective acephalous means ‘having no head’ and is part of the learned 
vocabulary along with other adjectives such as dicephalous ‘having two heads’, 
microcephalous ‘having an abnormally small head’ etc. The word status of 
cephalous is unclear: it is listed as an adjective in Lehnert (1971), as a bound 
stem with the meaning ‘indicates a head’ in The American Heritage Dictionary 
(1985), and has no entry in Webster’s (1990). The variants in (67) reflect the 
dubious word status of cephalous. Only speakers who have cephalous stored as 
a meaningful unit in their mental lexicon (for example pathologists) can have 
the prosodic representation (a)0,(cephalous),,, and pronounce the word 
[eysefolas]. Other speakers pronounce the adjective [osefotas] instead which 
reflects the prosodic structure (acephalous)(1). The claim that the variation illus-
trated in (67) depends on whether or not the base exists as an independent word 
is supported by the fact that prefixed adjectives with either a non-existing (cf. 
(68b)) or a common base (cf. (68c)) lack comparable variants (W is the “set of 
words”):

which accounts for the fact that the evidence from relative prominence and from syllabifica-
tion never conflict with respect to pword structure.
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(68) a [eyjcephalous ~ [ajcephalous cephalous ?e W
b [ojnomalous (‘ [eyjnomalous) nomalous t  W
c [ey]typical (*[a]typical) typical e  W

The question of whether or not the base is an independent word also accounts 
for the variation in the form of the prefix in (69):

(69) a [eyjchlamydeous ~ [asjchlamydeous chlamydeous ?e W

b [aejtaräctic (*[ey]taräctic) taractic t  W
c [eyjpolitical (*[ae]political) political e  W

The fact that both pronunciations of achlamydeous in (69a) are listed in 
Webster’s reflects the obscurity of chlamydeous, a word which is likely to be 
known only by botanists. Chlamydeous is listed in some dictionaries (cf. The 
American Heritage Dictionary 1985, OED 1992), but not in others (cf. 
Webster’s 1990). Only speakers familiar with this word are likely to pronounce 
the prefix in (69a) as a separate pword. For all others achlamydeous is repre-
sented as a single pword with the result that the historical prefix is subject to 
Trisyllabic Laxing. Among (historically) prefixed words whose base is clearly 
not a word in English Trisyllabic Laxing is never blocked (cf. (69b)). For 
words with a common base such as apolitical, on the other hand, there is no 
tendency for the prefix and the stem to fuse into a single pword with the result 
that Trisyllabic Laxing does not apply.

The dependence of prosodic structure on the syntactic category of the base 
applies also to f/V-prefixations. The rareness of the adjective clement is 
reflected in the variation in (70a). That variation, like the variants considered 
above, reflects distinct prosodic structures: one in which the prefix forms a 
separate pword and one in which it is fused with the stem into a single pword.

(70) a inclement ~ inclement clement ?e W
b indolent (‘ indolent) dolent t  W
c improper (‘ improper) proper 6 W

The condition that the base must be a word refers to surface forms and is satis-
fied only if the stem of a prefixed word exists independently. The existence of 
cognates which are phonologically distinct from the base plays no role. For 
example, the existence of the words dole, doleful, dolor, dolorous is entirely 
irrelevant for the prosodic parsing of their historically prefixed cognate indo-
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lent. The fact that the adjective dolent became obsolete in English rules out the 
prosodic structure (in)(„(dolent),0.36

2.2 Alignment constraints on word formation
The correlation between morphological and prosodic structure in English word 
formation observed in section 2.1 is accounted for by the alignment constraints 
in (71).

(71) a ALIGN (PREFIX, L; PWORD, L)
ALIGN (PREFIX, R; PWORD, R) (first version) 

b ALIGN (WORD, L; PWORD, L)
ALIGN (WORD, R; PWORD, R)

The constraints in (71) align the edges of prefixes and words with pword 
boundaries. Assuming that prefixes combine only with independent words 
(rather than stems) in English word formation and that the derived words have 
the structure [prefix][word] (cf. the native coinages in (72b)) the alignment 
constraints in (71) account for the prosodic forms in (72c).

36 It is unclear whether the effect illustrated in (68) to (70) exists for all prefixes. Consider the 
historically prefixed word uncouth, whose base has become obsolete in modem English. Both 
in Jones and Gimson (1977) and in Wells (1990) the adjective uncouth is not transcribed with 
(optional) secondary stress on the prefix which distinguishes this word from other un-prefixa-
tions such as unkind, unclear, unfair. This difference might indicate that the prefix un- is 
similar to the prefixes discussed above in that it can form a separate pword only in combina-
tion with an independent word (e.g. unkind), but not otherwise. However, the historical un-
prefixation unkempt, whose base has also become obsolete, is transcribed with secondary stress 
on the prefix. Consider next the verb outstrip, whose historical base strip ‘to move fast’ is 
obsolete in modem English. We find that all verbs derived by ouf-prefixation based on 
independent words, but not the verb outstrip, are transcribed with an initial stress mark in 
Webster’s (1990):
(i) a outgrow, outnumber, outrank, outreach, outrun, outsell, öutspend, outtalk b outstrip 
The contrast in initial stress in (i a, b) indicates that the prefix out- does not form a separate 
pword in outstrip which supports the claim that prefixes cannot form a separate pword unless 
they combine with a word. However, in Jones and Gimson (1977) and in Wells (1990) all 
verbs in (i) are transcribed with stress on the prefix, including the verb outstrip.
There is some evidence then that the Germanic prefixes un- and out- differ from the other 
English prefixes in that they inherently form a separate pword regardless o f the morphosyn- 
tactic category o f their stem. However, the evidence is inconclusive since there are only three 
relevant words, at least two o f which (i.e. uncouth, outstrip) can also be pronounced without 
stress on the prefix.
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(72) a [un]Pref: [-A] b [un]Pref{pleasant]A c (un)(0(pleasant),1)
[*N]Pref: [-A] [iN]Pre({practical]a

[iN]Pref: [-A] [*N]Pre({redeemable]a
[a]pref: [-A] [a]pref[typical]A
[sub]Pre(: [-A] [sub]Pre|{conscious]A
[dis]Pref: [-A] [dis]Pre({symmetrical]A
[non]Pref: [-A] [non]Pret{essential]A

(imlojlpracticalln,
(unredeem able )ro
(a),„(typical)(0
(süb)(u(cönscious)(1)
(dis)(l)(symmetrical)(0
(nön)(l,(essential)(1)

The prosodic structures in (72c) determine the relative prominence between the 
prefix and the stem (cf. rule (7b)). They further account for the facts that 
prefixes and stems form separate domains of syllabification and of stress and 
that they both satisfy Minimal Word Requirements. The prosodic structures in 
(72c) say nothing about the questions of whether and to what extent the seg-
ments of a prefix assimilate to those of the stem. As was noted in sections 1.1. 
and 1.2 there is clear evidence that assimilation is not determined by the 
prosodic but rather by the segmental structure of prefixes.

What accounts for the observation that prefixes form a separate pword 
only in combination with a word? As for (native) English word formation 
morphological structures like [iN]Pre,{dolent]Rool could not be generated 
because affixes combine only with words. Even if morphological structures 
like [iN]Pref{dolent]Roo, were assumed the representation of the prefix as a sepa-
rate pword can be ruled out by ranking the constraint in (71b), which requires 
pword boundaries to align with word (rather than with root) boundaries (e.g. 
*(dolent)(0), and the alignment constraint in (73), which requires pwords to be 
followed by pwords,37 higher than the alignment constraint in (71a), which 
requires prefixes to be parsed as separate pwords.

(73) ALIGN (PWORD, R; PWORD, L)

There is no need to refer to prefix classes to describe the prosodic structure of 
English prefixation.

2.3 Prosodic parsing
In section 2.2 the relation between morphological and prosodic structure is 
described in terms of constraints on word formation. This relation can be

37 The alignment constraint in (73) relates to the clause o f the Strict Layer Hypothesis which 
requires that a prosodic constituent o f a given level dominates only constituents o f  the next 
level down in the prosodic hierarchy. The constraint in (73) is violable as is shown by the fact 
that pwords can also combine with unstressed function words and suffixes, which do not form 
pwords in English.
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depicted as in (74), where the mapping between morphological and prosodic 
representations is described by the alignment constraints in (71). The relation 
between prosodic and phonetic representations could also be partially described 
by alignment constraints, i.e. constraints which align the edges of pwords with 
the edges of feet and of syllables.

(74) Morphological —> Prosodic —» Phonetic
Representation Representation Representation

While the mappings of morphological to prosodic and then to phonetic repre-
sentations shown in (74) pertain to speech synthesis the inverse relations 
describe speech analysis, i.e. the perspective of the hearer (or learner) as is 
shown in (75).

(75) Phonetic => Prosodic Morphological
Representation Representation Representation

The relation between phonetic and prosodic structure refers directly to the 
notions of positive and negative boundary signals referred to in section 1. A 
possible model of that relation is presented in figure (76) where the input con-
sists of the phonetic representation of a historically prefixed word (i.e. [XY]C). 
“C” is a variable ranging over nouns, verbs, and adjectives. For reasons to be 
discussed in sections 2.4 and 2.5 I assume that historically prefixed words are 
parsed as single pwords unless phonological wellformedness conditions for 
pwords are violated.

(76)

([XY]C)

> Yes
Is (XY)m
phonologically
wellformed?

N o-
Subdivide [XY] into 
wellformed pwords

(XY)«

( X U Y L

As it stands the model in (76) does not include any reference to word-internal 
syntactic categories. The empirical adequacy of this model depends on the 
question of how hearers parse phonetic strings such as [eysefalas], which indi-
cate the prosodic form (a)(D(cephalous)w, if they do not know the word cepha- 
lous. If the word is parsed in terms of two pwords on the basis of its prosodic
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properties the model in (76) is adequate.38 If the word is parsed as a single 
pword in spite of its phonetic properties the model needs to be modified as 
follows:

(77)

([XY]C) _ >

The model in (77) differs from that in (76) in that the righthand pword resulting 
from the subdivision of words into two pwords is looked up in the lexicon. If 
the word matches a word the hearer knows the parsing in terms of two pwords 
is accepted. Otherwise the word is parsed as a single pword. Since the model in
(77) allows for a more straightforward description of the parsing of loanwords 
(cf. section 2.4) it will be assumed in this paper.

The flowchart in (77) is illustrated below by parsing the (historically) 
prefixed adjectives impotent and unpleasant. Wellformedness conditions for 
pwords are satisfied for as long as the parsing is consistent with all negative 
and positive boundary signals for pwords.

(78) Phonetic input: Prosodic parsing: wellformedness conditions for pwords:
[imph3tont]A => V(imphat3nt)(0 no violation

[Änphlezant]A => *(Anphlezant)<1) initial secondary stress in prestress posi-
tion signals an intervening pword 
boundary

Strings which cannot be parsed as single pwords are divided further into two 
pwords as is illustrated in (79):

(79) wellformedness conditions for pwords:
*(A)C0(nphlEZ3nt)(1) *(a )(o lax vowel signals that no pword boundary follows

•(np^lEzsnt)^ initial cluster signals that no pword boundary 
precedes

38 The question o f  how a word is parsed can be determined on the basis o f  its pronuncia-
tion. The consistent pronounciation of acephalous as [eysEfalas] indicates that the word has 
been parsed as two pwords.
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(An)m(phls?zant)(l,

*(Änph),l)(lez3nt)(0

*(Anphl)o,( tont),,, 

*(Änphle)(0(z3nt)(0

No violation

‘ (Anp^lo, cluster signals that no pword boundary follows 
aspiration signals that syllable boundary precedes 
*(Anphl),„ cluster signals that no pword boundary follows 

*(Anp^le)(0 lax vowel signals that no pword boundary follows 

*(z3nt),0 lack o f stress signals that string does not form a 
pword

As is shown in (78), (79) (un)(0(pleasant)0) is on purely phonological grounds 
the only possible pword parsing for the input [Anphlezont]A. For words derived 
by a productive prefix such as unpleasant there may exist an alternative 
approach to inferring the prosodic structure. That is, on the basis of recognizing 
the morphological structure of the word, in particular due to recognizing the 
prefix un-, hearers might ‘recreate’ the formation as described in (72) (i.e. 
analysis by synthesis).39 The possibility that words are analyzed morphologi-
cally regardless of prosodic features must be allowed for in principle as is 
shown by cross-linguistic evidence. Compare for example the historically 
prefixed English and Italian words in (80). While the English words have 
prosodic properties (i.e. moraic structure, stress patterns, syllable structure) 
which signal that they consist of two pwords there is no evidence that the 
cognate prefixes in Italian form separate pwords. Rather the prosodic properties 
exhibited by the prefixed words in (80b) in (standard) Italian are indistinguish-
able from those exhibited by comparable simplexes.40

(80) Phonetic input: Prosodic parsing:
a English: [im.pri.says]A => (im)(„(precise)0)

[dis.5.n3st]A (disMhonesOio

[ey.s6w.J'3l]A =X> (a)(0(social)(0

b Italian: [im.pre.tsi.zo]A *=> (im)(I)(preciso)0)

[di.zo.nes.to]A *=> (dis)(0(onesto)(0

[a.so.tJa.le]A *=> (aW sociale)^

39 This type o f analysis is the less plausible the less productive the prefix is. The prosodic 
parsing o f a loanword like abnormal, which cannot be formed natively, can perhaps be 
inferred only on the basis o f  its prosodic features.
40 Nespor & Vogel (1986) have argued that the blocking o f intervocalic s-voicing in asociale 
indicates a pword boundary. In Standard Italian intervocalic [s] occurs also in simplexes (cf. 
ca[s]a ‘house’) and therefore does not function as a positive boundary signal.
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One can safely assume that Italian hearers also recognize the morphological 
complexity of the prefixed words in (80b). The difference to English is that the 
morphological analysis of the Italian words in (80b) is not guided by prosodic 
structure.41 Note that the Italian data do not argue against the universality of the 
prosodic diagnostics for pword structure established in section 1 but rather 
show that the alignment of specific morphosyntactic and prosodic boundaries is 
language specific. This point will be addressed again in section 5.

2.4 The prosodic parsing o f loan words
Not all historically prefixed words whose stem matches an independent word 
in English are parsed as two pwords. Consider the cognate verbs in (81a) and 
(81b) (cf. Kingdon 1958:55):

r[i]fuse ‘decline to do’ b r[iy]fuse ‘fuse again’

r[i]mark ‘comment’ r[iy]mark ‘mark again’

r[i]lease ‘free’ r[iy]lease ‘lease again’

r[i]place ‘substitute’ r[iy]place ‘place again’

The evidence from both stress and from the moraic structure indicates that the 
historically prefixed verbs in (81a) consist of single pwords whereas the verbs 
in (81b) consist of two pwords.42 This difference results from the fact that the 
verbs in (81a) were borrowed whereas those in (81b) have been formed 
natively. The fact that prefixes generally form separate pwords in native word 
formation results from the mapping of morphological to prosodic structure 
described in section 2.2. Loanwords are not subject to constraints on English 
word formation (including the alignment constraints in (71)). Rather their pro-
sodic form is determined by the rules for parsing phonetic input strings 
modelled in (77). Specifically, the observation that most historically prefixed 
words which have been borrowed into English are parsed as single pwords is 
accounted for in the model in (77) by making single pword parsing the default 
option which applies whenever there are no positive boundary signals.43

41 Based on Thornton’s claim that prosodic words in Italian are minimally disyllabic (cf. 
Thornton 1996) Peperkamp (1997) proposes that only disyllabic prefixes can form separate 
pwords in Italian. Similarly, Szpyra (1992) claims that all monosyllabic, but no disyllabic, 
prefixes in Polish are integrated into the pword of the stem. Disyllabic prefixes satisfy Minimal 
Word Requirements but, at least in Italian, form a single domain of syllabification together 
with the stem.
42 The correlation between the phonological and the semantic properties o f  the cognates in (81) 
is the topic o f  section 3.
43 The default status is expressed by parsing words as single pwords unless phonological well-
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Not all loanwords are parsed as single pwords as is shown by the examples 
in (82). While those words were borrowed from French according to the OED 
1991 their phonological structure indicates that the prefix forms a separate 
pword:

(82) (re ),„( convene),,,
(su b-d iv ide),,,
(de)0,(compöse)0,

A possible explanation for the distinct parsings of the loanwords in (81a) and 
in (82) relates to their French origin. That is, assuming that French loanwords 
kept their word-final final stress when introduced into English stress may have 
functioned as a positive boundary signal in the three-syllable verbs in (82), but 
not in the disyllabic verbs in (83a). This is because final stress is common in 
native disyllabic verbs (e.g. forgive, believe), but not in trisyllabic verbs. The 
result of parsing the words according to the model in (77) is shown in (83):

(83) a refuse => V(refiise),,, b reconvene => *(reconvene)w => (re)„,(convene)0,
submerge => V(submerge) subdivide => ‘ (subdivide),,, (sub)m(divide),0
defraud => V(defraud)„, decompose => ‘ (decompose)„, => (de)ro(compose)ra

The claim that stress functioned as a positive boundary signal in (82), but not
in (81a), is supported by the further development of the loanwords which were 
not based on independent words in English. Recall that such words are always 
parsed as single pwords according to the model in (77) with the result that they 
(eventually) adjust to the phonological wellformedness conditions for single 
pwords. The fact that disyllabic, but not trisyllabic, verbs invariably kept their 
final stress shows that final stress functioned as a positive boundary signal only 
in trisyllabic verbs (cf. also the examples in (22b)):

(84) a refer => V(refer)ro b reconcile => ‘ (reconcile),0 > (reconcile),,,

The parsing of disyllabic French loan verbs as single pwords is entirely regular 
as is illustrated by the additional examples in (85) all of which relate to inde-
pendent words in English.

formedness conditions for pwords are violated. The opposite generalization would be 
expressed if a given input string was first checked with respect to its divisibility into 
wellformed pwords.
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(85) (discharge),,,, (disclaim),,,, (disclose),,, (discount),,, (disguise),,, (disease),,,
(recite)0„ (restrain),,,, (declaim),,,, (decry),,,, (deface),,,, (return),,,, (defame),,,, 
(default),,,, (deform),,,, (degrade),,, (denote),,,, (despoil),,, (exclaim),,,,
(depart),,,, (depose),,,, (depress),,,, (subserve),,,, (enchain),,,, (exchange),,,,
(enclose),,,, (enroll),,,, (ensure),,,, (encnist),,,, (enforce),,,

Assuming that the stress shift in (84b) indicates indeed that final main stress 
functions as a positive boundary signal in trisyllabic verbs which triggers the 
parsing of the prefixes in (82) as separate pwords it follows that the effect 
should be limited to verbs which do not end in a cluster. This is because final 
main stress is always stable in trisyllabic verbs which end in a cluster including 
verbs which are not based on an independent word and therefore form a single 
pword (e.g. (resurrect),,,, (comprehend),,, (contradict),,,). The observation that 
the prefixes form a separate pword in (86b), but not in (86a), confirms the 
claim that final main stress functions as a positive boundary signal only in 
verbs which do not end in a cluster.44 All verbs in (86) are borrowed from 
French:

(86) a (r[e]commend)ra b (r[iy])„,(consign),,,

The prosodic parsing of the verbs in (86) according to the model in (77) is 
illustrated in (87):45

(87) a recommend => V(recommend),,, b reconsign => ’ (reconsign),, => (re)„(consign)„

If the analysis illustrated in (87) is correct it follows that final stress on trisyl-
labic adjectives should always function as a positive boundary signal. This is

44 Apparent counter-examples are typically native coinages which are subject to the alignment 
constraints in (71) (e.g. (dis)„,(connect),,,, (pre)„(select),„).
45 The hypothesis that the final main stress on French loanwords functioned as a positive 
boundary signal accounts furthermore for the fact that the historically prefixed verbs in (86b), 
but not those in (i), were parsed as two pwords. This is because the verbs in (i) were borrowed 
from Latin rather than from French and never had final main stress in English (cf. Danielsson 
1948):
(i) recreate => V(recreate)0, 

dislocate => ^(dislocate),, 
allocate => ■'((allocate),,,

(r[e]collect),„
(represent),,
(disappoint),,
(disaffect),,
(disconcert),,,

(r[iy])„,compose),,,
(r[iy])„,confer),, 
(dis),„(obey)m 
(dis)„(a!16w)„ 
(dis)w(engage)m
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because such adjectives differ from verbs in that they never have regular main 
stress on the final syllable when forming a single pword (cf. (taciturn),,, not 
*(täcitüm)(„ (derelict),,, not *(derelict),„). The hypothesis is supported by the 
prosodic parsing of French loanwords in English as is illustrated in (88).

(88) (dis),„(content),„ (im),„(mature)„„ (in)„(sincere)„, (im)„(polite)„,
(in)„(discrete),„ (in),,,(distinct),,, («(„.(correct),,,, (in),„(exact),,,
(in),„(direct)ro, (in),,,(corrupt),,,

The hypothesis that final main stress has functioned as a positive boundary 
signal in certain types of French loanwords may also account for the prosodifi- 
cation of the loanwords in (89), all of which have undergone historical stress 
shifts in English.

(89) a (re),„(baptize),,,, (de),„(centralize)„„ (re),„(vivify),,,, (pre),„(signify),, 
b (im),„(m6dest)„, (dis)„ (honest),„, (il),„(legal),,,, (ab),„(normal),,,,

(im) ,,,(mortal),,, (in),„(fertile),,, (in)„(decent)„„ (in),„(tolerant),,,
(in) ,,,(elegant),,,, (im)„(möral)„, (im),„(mobile),,,, (ir)„(regular)„

The fact that the words in (89), but not those in (82), (86), and (88) underwent 
stress shifts indicates perhaps that the words in (89) were analyzed as suffixa- 
tions and therefore subject to a constraint against main stress on suffixes. For 
verbs original main stress on suffixes is preserved in the form of secondary 
stress (cf (89a)) whereas adjectival suffixes have largely lost stress entirely (cf. 
(89b)).46 The assumption that the prefixes were systematically parsed as sepa-
rate pwords in the loanwords in (89) accounts for the fact that stress never 
shifted onto the prefix regardless of the moraic structure of words (e.g. 
immodest > immodest, dishonest > dishonest). For illustration of this point 
consider the hypothetical development in (90):47

46 This property distinguishes English from German where main stress on suffixed French 
loanwords persists (e g. ideal ‘idea’, elegant ‘elegant’, maliziös ‘malicious’ etc).
47 The words in (i) may appear to contradict the analysis illustrated in (90) since final stress 
failed to function as a positive boundary signal:
(i) Presumed original stress pattem: Prosodic form in Modem English:

[impotent]A (impotent),,
[infinite]A (infinite),,
[infamous]A (infamous),,
[impious]A (impious),,

However, the conditions for prosodic parsing in (i) may have differed from those applying in 
(90b). Consider the possibility that a prefixed word may have been borrowed before its base or 
may have occurred more frequently than its base. Once a word is parsed as a single pword (due 
to the absence o f a base) it is bound to adjust to the phonological wellformedness conditions
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(90) Prosodie parsing o f loanwords Subsequent destressing o f the suffix:
with final main stress:

a [rebaptize]v => (re)M(baptize)ro > (re)ra(baptize)0,
b [immodest]A => (im)(„(modest)(0 > (im)(l,(mödest)(1)

The data reviewed here are theoretically significant in two respects. First, they 
suggest that certain generalizations lend themselves to an analysis within a 
hearer-based prosodic parsing model but not within a speaker-based model of 
synthesis. Specifically, the types of regularities reflected in the prosodic struc-
tures of the loanwords in (82), (85), (86), (88) could hardly be accounted for in 
terms of alignment constraints (cf. (71a)). Second, assuming that the prosodic 
structures of the words considered here have indeed been determined by their 
phonological properties (e.g. number of syllables, final stress) it follows that 
correlations between their prosodic form and semantic compositionality require 
a model where semantic interpretation is based on prosodic forms rather than 
the other way around. This point is the topic of section 3.

2.5 Historical fusion ofpwords
The data in (91) illustrate cases where native coinages which at one point 
presumably consisted of two pwords historically fused into one pword (cf. 
OED 1991):

(d is in tegrate),,, > (disintegrate).
(for)(0(give)<0 > (forgive),,,
(för)0,(ever)(0 > (forever)ra
(all)0)(6ne)ro > (alone),,,

(neck)n(lace)(0 > (necklace),,,
(cup)0,(böard),„ > (clipboard^
(sheepl^herd^, > (shepherd)^
(vine)w(yard)m > (vinyard),,,

The main cause for prosodic fusion is presumably high token frequency. Yet, 
phonological factors may also play a role. Note that the main stress in the fused 
pword conforms to the typical stress patterns for single pwords (e.g. trochaic 
stress for disyllabic nouns, iambic stress for disyllabic verbs) and also

for pwords and consequently lose the properties which functioned as positive boundary 
signals. As a result the word will continue to be parsed as a single pword by future generations 
even if  its base happens to be introduced into the language at a later stage. This explanation 
may account for the prosodic forms o f the adjectives impotent and infinite both o f  which were 
attested earlier than their respective bases according to the OED 1992. The adjective infamous 
was in fact pronounced infamous in the past (cf. OED 1992) and may have undergone stress 
shift due to analogy with the noun infamy. The adjective impious may have been pronounced 
with two syllables by some in which case final stress would have failed to function as a posi-
tive boundary signal.
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preserves the location of the main stress in the original pword sequence. 
Perhaps fusion is blocked in cases where the main stress in the pword sequence 
would violate the stress patterns of single pwords (e.g. V(dis)M(engage)m but 
♦(disengage);,,, V(un)c„(aware)M but *(ünawäre)M). In addition pword fusion may 
be more likely if the resulting cluster forms either a good syllable contact (cf. 
fo[rg]ive) or a wellformed syllable head (cf. ne[k\]ace).4S 
The opposite phenomenon, that is the historical “defusion” of a single pword 
into two separate pwords, is rather unusual. The perhaps only relevant exam-
ples are spelling pronunciations (e.g. (weyst)m(cowt)m for former (weskot)ro 
‘waistcoat’ (cf. Jespersen 1942:141 ff) or folk etymologies, which are typically 
based on words whch are too long to be accepted as simplexes (e.g. 
(sparrow)m(grass)m for (asparagus)^). The fact that fusion of two pwords into 
one pword is a common historical process whereas the opposite process occurs 
rarely supports the default status attributed to the parsing of words as single 
pwords.

3. The semantic interpretation o f  historically prefixed words
3.1 Two accounts o f compositional versus noncompositional interpretation 
In generative grammar, both phonological and semantic rules interpret 
morphosyntactic structure. Systematic correlations between phonological and 
semantic structure must consequently relate to morphosyntactic structure. In 
morphology such correlations are described in terms of affix classes. For 
example, Allen (1978) proposes that class I affixes trigger the operation of 
content-changing rules whereas class II affixes block the operation of such 
rules.48 49 The notion “content-changing” refers to both phonological and seman-
tic structure. On her analysis the allegedly systematic correlation between nasal 
assimilation, stress retraction, and semantic idiosyncracy in (92a) motivates the 
analysis of iN- as a class I prefix. By contrast, the correlation between the

48 For a discussion of preferred syllable contacts see Vennemann (1988:40ff). Pword fusion 
may also be more likely if  the relevant consonants are homorganic and hence assimilate more 
easily (cf. cu[pb]oard, bla[kg\uard), or if  the second pword starts with the perceptually 
nonprominent consonant [h] (cf. shee[pb]erd,fo[xb]ead).
49 This type o f analysis is characteristic for all generative models o f the morphology-phonol-
ogy interface in which phonology and semantics are interpretive rule components. Cf. the 
following quote by Mohanan (1986)

“The reader will have noticed that affixation at stratum 1 is by and large less productive 
than affixation at stratum 2. This also correlates with the fact that there are fewer lexical 
exceptions, and fewer cases of semantic opacity in words derived at stratum 2.” (Moha-
nan 1986:57)
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absence of these phonological properties and semantic compositionality in 
(92b) follows from the classification of un- as a class II prefix.

[imp^atont]

b [Anphlezant] ‘not pleasant’

The correlation between phonological and semantic structure illustrated above 
could, however, also be explained without reference to distinct prefix-classes 
and, in fact, without reference to prefixes. Specifically, those correlations can 
be captured in the model outlined in (93). If a (historically prefixed) word XY 
is prosodically parsed as a single pword by the English hearer it is interpreted 
solely with reference to the context in which it has been encountered. If a 
historically prefixed word XY is parsed as two pwords it is interpreted compo- 
sitionally (“X'(Y')” reads “the meaning of X applied to the meaning of Y”):50

a Phonetic
Representation

=> Prosodic
Representation

=> Semantic
Representation

b [XY] (XY)m X T
[XY] => (X)ra(Y)ra => X'(Y')

c [imphatant] => (imphat3nt)0, => impotent’

[AnpMezant] (An^p^ezando, => un'(pleasant')

The semantic interpretation of historically prefixed words depends accordingly 
on the question of whether or not the prefix is synchronically parsed as a sepa-
rate pword. As was shown in (78), (79) the word unpleasant is necessarily 
parsed as (un)0J(pleasant)m on the basis of its prosodic properties. The meaning 
assigned to unpleasant by the hearer will consequently be a function of the 
meaning of un applied to the meaning of pleasant. By contrast, the word 
impotent can as a result of its stress contour only be parsed as a single pword. 
Therefore the meaning assigned to that word is inferred from context alone. On

50 Alternatively, one could also map prosodic representations first to morphological and then to 
semantic representations (cf. figure (75a)).
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this view the semantic interpretation of words with prosodically fused prefixes 
does not differ from that of simplexes. There is hence no need to posit obscure 
‘content-changing’ rules to explain the correlation between the fused prosodic 
structure and the idiosyncratic meaning in (92).

The approaches to the semantic interpretation of derived words illustrated 
in (92) versus (93) differ empirically in various respects. As was mentioned in 
section 2.4. the main empirical evidence in support of the approach outlined in
(93) concerns the predictability of the semantic interpretation of words on the 
basis of their phonological properties. Recall that the observation that for 
example disyllabic, but not trisyllabic, verbs borrowed from French are typi-
cally interpreted non-compositionally is coincidental on Allen’s approach, but 
can be explained within the model in (93). As the result of linking the semantic 
interpretation of words to affix classes it is in general not possible to account 
for the observation that historically prefixed words are interpreted composi- 
tionally whenever they consist of two pwords. Consider the native coinage 
[imph6wtont], which, unlike [imph3tont], is prosodically parsed as 
(im)0)(potent)ra and is interpreted compositionally (i.e. ‘not potent’). The 
evidence for the claim that historically prefixed words are interpreted compo-
sitionally whenever they consist of two pwords regardless of putative class 
membership is reviewed in the next section.

3.2 Empirical evidence for compositional interpretation 
Compositional interpretation of historically derived words is often difficult to 
determine synchronically because cognates tend to exhibit similarities in 
meaning simply as a result of their common origin.51 One criterion for estab-
lishing compositional interpretation (rather than just similarity in meaning) 
relates to the stability of the semantic relation between the derived word and its 
base through time. If a derived word consistently mirrors the historical seman-
tic changes affecting its base it can be concluded that it is interpreted composi-
tionally. Compare for example the obsolete with the current definitions of the 
adjectives honest and dishonest cited in the OED:

(94) honest dishonest
former: t w°rthy o f honour (dishonourable
current: free from fraud fraudulent

51 This observation also holds for cognates in different languages where semantic similarity 
obviously could not result from compositional interpretation (cf. the similar meanings o f the 
English adjective pious and its French cognate pieux).
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In the adjective dishonest the prefix forms a separate pword as can be inferred 
from the stress on the open penultimate syllable, the secondary stress on the 
prefix, and from the historical devoicing of the intervocalic 5. Consequently, 
the meaning assigned to dishonest by hearers is bound to be a function of the 
meaning of dis- applied to the meaning of honest (i.e. ‘not honest’). The paral-
lel semantic development illustrated in (94) indicates that the prefixed word 
has indeed been subject to compositional interpretation by generations of 
English hearers.

For additional illustration of this point consider the adjective disloyal. The 
prefix forms a separate pword as can be inferred from its stressedness and from 
the syllabification of the s in coda position, which constitutes an LOl violation. 
Compositional interpretation is indicated by the parallel semantic development 
of the adjectives loyal and disloyal shown in (95):

(95) loyal disloyal
former: faithful in love, true to a lady or a false in love, not true to the

lover (Walker 1826) marriage bed (Walker 1826)
current: steadfast in one’s allegiance to a not steadfast in one’s allegiance to a

person or cause or to one’s country. person or cause or to one’s country.

Returning to fV-prefixations we find that whenever the prefix forms a separate 
pword the semantic development of the derived word mirrors the semantic 
development of its base (“A” stands for The American Heritage Dictionary, 
“We” stands for Webster’s). Relevant examples are listed in (96):

(96) polite impolite
former: Obs. polished, smooth Obs.: unpolished, wanting smoothness
current: courteous discourteous

plausible implausible
former: OED: worthy o f applause OED: not worthy of applause
current: appearing worthy o f belief provoking disbelief

curious incurious
former: A: extremely careful or scrupelous. 

Wa: solicitous of perfection
Wa: inattentive, negligent

current: eager to acquire information uninterested

docile indocile
former: teachable, easily instructed unteachable, incapable o f being 

instructed
current: willing to obey unwilling to obey
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former:
liberal
We: o f or befitting a man of free

current:

birth. Wa: not mean, not low in 
birth; becoming a gentleman, 
broad-minded, progressive

former:
modest
Wa: not loose, not unchaste

current: shy, reserved, not self-assertive

former:
decent
Wa: becoming; We: appropriate

current: morally praiseworthy

illiberal
We: lacking culture and refme-ment. A: 
mean, ill-bred; ungentlemanly. Wa: not 
noble
narrow-minded, bigoted 

immodest
Wa: unchaste, impure, obscene 
arrogant

indecent
unbecoming
offensive to manners or morals

All /TV-prefixations in (96) consist of two pwords as can be inferred from the 
secondary stress on their initial syllable (cf. Webster’s 1990).52 As a result of 
their prosodic structure they are interpreted compositionally which accounts for 
the parallel semantic developments demonstrated in (96).
The data in (96) conflict with the common assertion that semantic idiosyncracy 
is an inherent property of words derived by iW-prefixation:

iN-: “...the resultant derived forms are lexicalized, semantically and phonologi- 
cally opaque...”
non--, “...the resultant derived forms are in general unlexicalized, semantically and 
phonologically transparent...”
un-: “...un-forms are situated between the iN- and non- forms with respect to these 
criteria, depending on how productively or freely the prefix combines with a 
given base: the less productive, the more like iN-: the more productive, the more 
like non-." (Hom 1989:282ff)

Horn’s claim that /7V-prefixations are in general “semantically and phonologi-
cally opaque” is simply wrong. As has been shown in section 1, iN- like un-
can form a separate pword. The observation that the semantic developments of 
/TV-prefixations in which iN- forms a separate pword reflect the semantic devel-
opment of their base indicates compositional interpretation. The fact that lexi- 
calization and semantic opacity is more common for words historically derived 
by (jV-prefixation than for those derived by un- or non- prefixation is not an 
inherent property of the respective prefixes but rather reflects on the origin of 
the derived words. Whereas many words derived by iTV-prefixation have been

52 In some o f those prefixations there are additional phonological cues which show that the 
prefix forms a separate pword (e.g. the main stress on the final syllable in impolite or on the 
penultimate syllable in immodest, indocile.
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borrowed into English almost all words derived by un- or wo«-prefixation have 
been coined natively.” The correlation between non-productivity and semantic 
opacity posited by Horn is not systematic either. Prefixed words such as 
abnormal and malodor are interpreted compositionally as a result of their 
prosodic structure (i.e. (abj^normal),,,, (mal),0(odor)0))* 54 55 even though they 
involve extremely rare prefixes.

The prosodic determination of semantic interpretation posited for English 
does not extend to all languages. Compare the Italian prefixed verbs in (97a), 
which are interpreted compositionally, with the homophonous verbs in (97b), 
which have idiosyncratic meanings (cf. Peperkamp 1997:72):

(97) a riflettere ‘to bend again’ b riflettere ‘to think'
riguardare ‘to look again’ riguardare ‘to concern’
ripiegare ‘to fold again’ ripiegare ‘to make do with’

Italian differs from English in that hearers cannot infer semantic composition- 
ality on the basis of pword structure. While the semantic interpretation of 
words is apparently not necessarily determined by prosodic structure it is 
conceivable that pwords always play a role in semantic interpretation.

4. Head prefixes
4.1 Systematic differences between head and non-head prefixes 
The observation that prefixes form separate pwords in English word formation 
has been accounted for by positing the alignment constraints in (71a), which 
are repeated in (98):

(98) ALIGN (PREFIX, L; PWORD, L)
ALIGN (PREFIX, R; PWORD, R) (first version)

In this section I discuss evidence for a modification of the second alignment 
constraint in (98) to the effect that head prefixes (i.e. prefixes which determine 
the syntactic category of the derived word) be excluded. Compare the adverbs 
in (99a), whose prefix functions as head, with the words in (99b), in which the 
stem functions as head.”

55 Unlike loanwords natively coined words are generally based on independent words and are 
subject to the alignment constraints in (71).
54 Both words are transcribed with secondary initial stress in Webster 's.
55 The basis for the comparison o f prefixes here and in the following examples is purely 
phonological: when not forming a separate pword certain instances o f  the (historical) negative
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W X U a d v W x U a d v
[a [X ]v ] A

[a] lo u d [s ]p ie c e [3 ]m is s

[ s ] e w [3 ] f ie ld [ s ] s le e p

[a jfr e sh [s ] f ir e [3 ]g lit te r

[s j lo r .e [3 ] fo o t [s jw a r e

[a ]b rö a d [s ]h e a d [a ]g o

[a ] fö u l [a jb la z e [3 ]stir

[3 ]w r y [s jd r if t [3]glÖW

(a [ X ]A] A M X U n

[ e y ]p o lit ic a l [e y ]s y m m e tr y

[e y ]ty p ic a l [e y js y n c h r o m s m

The examples in (99) have correlated morphosyntactic and prosodic structures. 
The prefix a- in (99a) combines with adjectives, nouns, or verbs and always 
yields adverbs. This prefix clearly does not form a separate pword as is shown 
by its lack of stress. By contrast, the prefix a- in (99b), which is not a head, 
forms a pword as is indicated by stress and diphthongization.

Two other differences correlate with the prosodic and morphosyntactic 
properties contrasted in (99a) and (99b). First, the negative prefix a- has a 
specific lexical meaning (i.e. ‘not’, Tack of). No such meaning can be defined 
for the category-determining prefix a-, which is yet another parallel to the 
(category-determining) suffixes. Furthermore, adverbs derived by a-prefixation 
tend to develop idiosyncratic meanings as can be illustrated with a comparison 
of the adverbs loudly and aloud. Whereas the meaning of loudly is fully 
compositional (i.e. ‘in a loud manner’) the meaning of aloud cannot be inferred 
from the meanings of its parts. Specifically, the adverb aloud only applies to 
human voices (cf. *Play the music aloud\) and does not mean ‘in a loud 
manner’, but rather ‘in a voice loud enough to be heard; not in a whisper’. In 
contrast to adverbial a-prefication, the meanings of words historically derived 
by negative a-prefixation are strictly compositional whenever the prefix forms 
a separate pword. This difference is explained by the mapping of phonetic to 
prosodic and then to semantic structure described in section 2:

(100) [slawd] => (3lawd)m —’ aloud

[eytlpsksl] (ey)0)(ttp3k3l)(1, a'(typical')

prefix a- are homophonous to the (etymologically unrelated) adverbial prefix (e.g. [ajtomic 
‘atomic’ - [ajloud ‘aloud’.
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The prefixes compared in (99a) and (99b) differ in yet another respect. The 
negative prefix a-, which forms a separate pword, is insensitive to the stress 
pattern of the base as the native coinages in (101) illustrate:

(101) [ey]typical, [ey]political, [eyjtonal, [eyjsyntactic, [eyjperiodic, [ey]synchronism

By contrast, the adverbial prefix a- combines only with monosyllabic or 
trochaic words. The observation that prefixes which do not form a separate 
pword may be sensitive to the phonological properties of their stem whereas 
prefixes which form a separate pword are insensitive to those properties makes 
sense. In the latter case prefixation amounts to the concatenation of two pwords 
where — as in compounding — internal phonological structure does not 
matter.

The differences between the adverbial prefix a-, which is the head of the 
derived word, and the negative prefix a-, which is not a head, are summarized 
in (102). All properties in (102b) follow from the prosodic difference in 
(102a):56

(102) head prefixes: non-head prefixes:
a ♦ do not form separate pwords ♦ can form separate pwords

b ♦ have no lexical meaning ♦ have a lexical meaning
♦ derived words may show ♦ derived words have a
semantic idiosyncrasies compositional meaning
♦ sensitive to the phonological ♦ insensitive to the phonological
shape o f the base shape o f  the base

The correlation between morphosyntactic function and prosodic form summa-
rized in (102) holds also for English suffixes all of which function as heads and 
none of which forms a separate pword.57 For English word formation it holds

56 There are some prefixes which are not heads and yet may affect the category o f  the derived 
word as is shown in (i):
(i) She is very pro-government. *She is very government

She is very anti-government 
non-stop flight *stop flight

The prefixes pro-, anti- and non- are not heads because, unlike the prefixes a-, be-, and en-, 
they do not yield words o f a specific category. That is, words like pro-European, anti- 
European, and non-European can be both adjectives and nouns. The prefixes pro-, anti-, and 
non- clearly form separate pwords in (i).
57 Cf. Raffelsiefen, to appear.
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then that head affixes do not form separate pwords which distinguishes them 
from non-head affixes.

For further illustration of the correlations in (102) compare the native 
coinages in (103a) and (103b):

(103) a [bi]head b [riyjwrite
[bijrate [riyjfertilize
[bi] friend [riy] marry
[bi]siege [riyjfinance
[bi]come [riy]establish
[bi]lie [riy]conventionalize
[bijtake [riy]appear
[bi]gnidge [riy]höspitalize
[bi]ware [riy]birth

Verbs derived by Ae-prefixation are based 
shown in (104):

on adjectives, nouns, or verbs as is

(104) [be[X]A]y [be[X]N]v [be[X]y ]v

[bijlittle [bi]witch [bi]moan
[bi]long [bi]devil [bi]set
[bi]numb [belabor [bijsmirch

Since the prefix be- determines the category of the derived word it should not 
form a separate pword according to the table in (102). In fact, the prefix is 
unstressed and the vowel cannot be diphthongized. These prosodic facts lead us 
to expect that no specific meaning can be assigned to be- and that fee-prefixa- 
tions tend to be semantically idiosyncratic. Clearly, the facts that behead means 
‘to decapitate’, that belittle means ‘to disparage’, etc. cannot be inferred from 
the meanings of their parts. Finally, the prefix be- shows precisely the same 
prosodic restrictions as the adverbial prefix a-. That is, it combines only with 
consonant-initial monosyllabic or trochaic words.

Consider now the words in (103b) derived by the prefix re-. The fact that 
the category of words derived by re-prefixation is identical to the category of 
their base indicates that re- is not a head and correlates with the phonological 
evidence which shows that re- forms a separate pword. That is, the prefix re- is 
stressed and satisfies Minimal Word Requirements. In words of the form 
(re^fXXo re- means ‘again’, and the meaning of such words is always fully
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compositional. As is shown by the examples in (103b), coinages in re- are not 
subject to any phonological restrictions on the base.58 
Compare finally the native coinages in (105a) and (105b):59

[iN [X]A]A [.n [X]n ]n b [eN[X]N]v

impractical imbalance embody
imprecise inaptitude embed
irredeemable inconformity entrap
illegible imprecision encompass
illogical inability enlist
implausible inexactitude encode
inaccurate imperception encircle
inattentive irrecognition empower

The prefix iN- combines with adjectives and nouns such that the category of 
the derived word is always identical to the category of the base. By contrast, 
aV-prefixation always yields verbs.60 It is therefore expected that iN-, but not 
eN-, can form a separate pword (cf. table (102)). As was noted earlier, the 
evidence from stress shows that iN- can indeed form a pword when attached to 
words. The prefix eN-, on the other hand, is always unstressed (cf. the 
transcriptions in Webster’s 1990, Wells 1990, Jones and Gimson 1977). Inter-
estingly, iN- assimilates more extensively than eN-, since iN-, but not eN-, 
assimilates to following sonorants.61 This observation confirms the claim that 
assimilation is irrelevant for pword structure.

58 Interestingly, there are a few verbs historically derived by re-prefixation which are based on 
adjectives. A perhaps complete list o f  relevant examples is given in (i) where only the first two 
verbs are native coinages:
(i) [ri]fme, [n]new, [rijlax, [rijfresh, [restrict, [rijvile
The verbs in (i) illustrate a correlation o f the properties listed in the lefthand column in table
(102). The fact that the category o f the prefixed forms differs from the category o f  then- 
respective bases correlates with the fact that the prefixes do not form a separate pword as is 
shown by the lack o f stress (cf. Webster’s 1990). As for their semantic structure none o f the 
verbs in (i) means ‘to make A' again’, where A' is the meaning o f the adjectival stem. In fact, 
the notion ‘again’ is not crucial to the meaning o f any verb in (i). Finally, the verbs in (i) are 
all based on consonant-initial monosyllabic or trochaic stems. Unfortunately, there are not 
enough examples o f re-prefixation based on adjectives to draw any firm conclusions. It is also 
unclear whether or not the prefix re- originally formed a separate pword in the native coinages 
refine and renew.
59 All words in (105) are native coinages according to the OED.
60 Cf. also the verbs embitter, enable, enlarge, enrich, endear, which are based on adjectives.
61 For some speakers, eN- also assimilates to following nasals (cf. the variants enmesh -  
emmesh, enmarble -  emmarble, enmantle -  emmantle). The prefix eN- never assimilates to 
following liquids.
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The semantic compositionality of words derived by (iV-prefixation 
consisting of two pwords has been discussed in section 2. When forming a 
separate pword, the prefix iN- consistently means ‘not’ when combining with 
an adjective and Tack o f  when combining with a noun. By contrast, the 
unstressed prefix eN- has no specific meaning and verbs derived by eN- 
prefixation tend to exhibit semantic idiosyncrasies.62 According to table (102) 
we furthermore expect iN-, but not eA-prefixation, to be insensitive to the 
prosodic structure of the base. In fact, eN- combines only with monosyllabic or 
trochaic bases which is also true for the other head prefixes. At least for the 
prefix eN- this restriction cannot be considered a consequence of a restriction 
to (typically monosyllabic or trochaic) Germanic stems because there are many 
native formations based on Romance stems (e.g. encode, encircle, empower).63

4.2 The prosodic structure o f head-prefixation
So far it has been assumed that there are two types of (historically) prefixed 
words: those in which the prefix forms a separate pword and those in which the 
prefix is integrated into the pword of the stem. However, while head prefixes 
clearly do not form separate pwords there is some evidence that they do not 
form a single domain of syllabification together with the stem. Consider the 
following historical cluster simplifications in verbs derived by fte-prefixation:

(106) be[0]nit ‘beknit’ (cf. OE be[kn]yttan ‘becnyttan’) 
be[0]naw ‘begnaw’ (cf.OE be[gn]agan ‘begnagan’)

62 Consider the idiosyncrasies o f verbs like endear, enrich, embitter. The verb embitter, for 
example, is semantically restricted to the emotional sense (*The coffee was embittered) and 
syntactically to passive constructions (She was embittered.).
63 The only counter-example to the correlations described in (102) are denominal verbs derived 
by de-pre fixation illustrated in (i). While functioning as head the prefix de- forms a separate 
pword as is shown by its phonological form:
(i) [de[X]N]V d[iy]frost

d[iy]16use d[iy]throne
d[iy]hair d[iy]code

The prefixed verbs in (i) do not quite follow the patterns in either column in (102). While 
having by and large compositional meaning some idiosyncrasies do occur. For example, 
dethrone means ‘remove (someone) from N ’, where N is the base noun, rather than having the 
more typical meaning ‘to remove N from’ (cf. (delouse, dehair, ?defrost)). Verbs which are 
based on an abstract noun can typically not be paraphrased in terms o f either pattern (e.g. 
decode, devalue). These idiosyncracies correlate with the fact that some o f the verbs in (i) are 
listed with variants showing reduced prefixes in Wells (1990). In addition the prefix de-
combines typically with monosyllabic or trochaic nouns. It appears then that while currently 
exhibiting a mixed behavior de-prefixation may eventually follow the patterns o f other words 
derived by head-prefixation listed in the lefthead column in (102).
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If the prefixed verb formed a single domain of syllabification the constraint 
against onset clusters consisting of a velar stops and a nasal should lead to 
(historical) resyllabification rather than cluster simplification. Compare the 
historical developments of the stem-initial cluster kn in the verbs he knit and 
acknowledge shown in (107):

(107) Stage 1 Onset: V[kn] a[.knowledge be[.kn]it
Stage II Onset: *[kn] a[k.n]owledge be[.n]it (*be[k.n]it)

The fact that the velar stop disappeared in beknit indicates that verbs derived by 
/te-prefixation do not form a single domain of syllabification. Furthermore, for 
many speakers the unstressed vowel in the prefix be- differs from the 
unstressed vowel in comparable simplexes in that it is raised or even tense. 
Consider the following transcriptions from Jones & Gimson (1977):

(108) a b[i]lle (b[a]lle) ‘belie’ b b[a]116on ‘balloon’

b[i]fäll (b[3]fäll) ‘befall’ b u ffo o n  ‘buffoon’
b[i]täke (b[a]take) ‘betake’ b[o]tanic ‘botanic’

The variants in parentheses are characterized as “widely used”, but somewhat 
less common than the first variant listed (cf. Jones & Gimson 1977: xxiv).

What is the significance of the contrast between the high vowel [i] and the 
schwa in the words in (108) in terms of prosodic structure? According to 
Brunner (1960) there has been a general tendency in English for back vowels to 
reduce to schwa and for front vowels to reduce to [i] in prestress position (cf. 
Brunner 1960:353). On that account, the distribution of [i] versus [a] is 
independent of morphological structure as is shown by the simplexes in (109a) 
and the historically prefixed words in (109b) (cf. Jones & Gimson 1977, 
Kenyon & Knott 1944):

(109) a [ijleven‘eleven’ [ajpossum ‘opposum’

b [l]mit ‘emit’, r[i]mit ‘remit’ [a]mit ‘omit’, s[a]bmit ‘submit’

The data in (109) suggest that the contrast in (108) is the residue of a historical 
rule which concerns only segmental, but not suprasegmental, structure with a 
tendency to disappear altogether (cf. the variants with schwa in (108a)). 
However, while this analysis may be correct for some speakers there are others 
for which the contrast in (108) has morphological significance. For those 
speakers vowel reduction in prestress position is acceptable in simplexes (e.g. 
[s]leven ‘eleven’, b[a\mgn ‘benign’), but not in any verbs (historically) derived
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by fte-prefixation. In fact, Wells (1990) cites a third variant with a long, tense 
vowel for every verb derived by fce-prefixation (e.g. b[i]lie, b[o]lie, b[i:]lie). 
This correlation between the phonotactic restrictions on the stem-initial cluster 
shown in (106) and the variation in the pronunciation of the vowel in the prefix 
in words derived by ie-prefixation is not captured in the prosodic representa-
tion in (110), which, however, is adequate for iambic Simplexes like balloon.

? (1) 
1

b coI
£

1I
A A

Ow Os aw
bi.nit bs.luwn

How can the phonological differences between simplexes like balloon and 
prefixed words like beknit be represented in terms of prosodic structure? 
Clearly, the prefix be- does not form a separate pword. This is because even 
when pronounced with a long vowel the prefix be- is unstressed which 
indicates that it is not dominated by a foot. The prefix be- thereby differs from 
prefixes which form a separate pword as is illustrated by the transcriptions in 
(111a, b) adopted from Wells (1990):

(111) a b[i]gin, b[o]gin, b [i:]gin‘begin’ b r[i:]gain regain

Stress on the prefix always correlates with stems which are independent words 
and with compositional semantics. Only non-head prefixes can be stressed.64 
Assuming that the prefix be- neither forms a separate pword nor is fused into a 
single pword with the stem as in (110a) one might consider to represent verbs 
derived by /re-prefixation as clitic groups as in (112).65

64 The only exception in English is the prefix de- discussed at the end o f section 4.1.
65 While there is evidence that in English all vowel-initial suffixes are integrated into the 
pword o f the stem (cf. the suffix -y in (ia)) consonant-initial suffixes form a clitic group 
together with the stem (cf. the suffix -less in (ib); cf. also section 1.7):
(i) a b CG

(0
I
I
ACT CT

sleep.less
The dependency of prosodic structure on the stem-initial segment is supported by the evidence 
from syllabification (cf. the occurrence o f the stem-final consonant in onset position in (ia) vs. 
the LOI violation in (ib)), from stress (consonant-initial suffixes are always stress-neutral and

/ \
0‘s

slee.py
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( 112)

CT CT
bi.nit

The structure in (112) is problematic in various respects. On the assumption 
that all verbs which are derived by the same prefix historically and synchronic- 
ally exhibit the same phonological properties (including the same types of 
variation) have identical prosodic structures verbs like begin also form clitic 
groups (cf. the variants in (111a)). If the stem -gin in begin is a pword then 
what accounts for the restriction of pwords to stems which are independent 
words observed earlier?

Another argument against the structure in (112) concerns the observation 
that (be-prefixation exhibits phonologically conditioned gaps. Recall that the 
prefix combines only with monosyllabic or trochaic stems. To my knowledge 
there is no evidence that other clitics in English (including consonant-initial 
suffixes) exhibit sensitivity to the stress patterns of the stem.

It appears then that the prefix be- is neither outside of the pword of the 
stem, nor that it is fully integrated into it. One possible approach to the conflic-
ting evidence for pword structure reviewed here is to represent the prefix be- as 
a syllable which is integrated into the pword, but not the foot, of the stem as is 
shown in (113a). The prosodic structure of verbs derived by Zie-prefixation thus 
contrasts with that of simplexes like balloon, which is repeated in (113b):

(113) a co to

A  ACT CT CT CT
bi.nit bi.gin
‘beknit’ ‘begin’

b co
I
I

ACTW CTS
bo.luwn
‘balloon’

Assuming that a unit of a given level must be exhaustively contained in every 
superordinate unit of which it is a part the structure in (113a) accounts for the

never bear main stress neither of which holds for all vowel-initial suffixes), from allomorphy 
(some vowel-initial suffixes, but no consonant-initial suffixes, trigger allomorphy), and from 
gaps (most vowel-initial suffixes, but no consonant-initial suffixes, attach only to stems with 
specific phonological properties). For a detailed discussion of these correlations, cf. Raffel- 
siefen, to appear.
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historical loss of the velar stop in verbs like beknit. This is because heterosyl- 
labic clusters like be[k.n\it are ruled out by the condition that syllables must be 
properly contained within feet. The generalization that the vowel in the initial 
syllable in (113a), but not in (113b), is subject to tensing can also be expressed 
with reference to the distinct prosodic structures. In addition the structure in 
(113a) does not require that stems like -gin, which are not independent words, 
be analyzed as pwords. Finally, the prosodic structure in (113a) expresses the 
generalization that in English affixes exhibit sensitivity to the phonological 
properties of the stem only if they are integrated into the pword of the stem. 
The prosodic structure in (113a) is also proposed for the other words derived 
by head prefixes.66 That structure is partially described by the alignment 
constraint in (114b), which aligns the right edge of a head prefix with the left 
edge of a trochaic or monosyllabic foot and by restricting the alignment 
constraint in (98) to non-head prefixes as shown in (114c).67

(114) a ALIGN (PREFIX, L; PWORD, L)
b ALIGN (HEAD PREFIX, R; (LEFTHEADED) FOOT, L) 
c ALIGN (NON-HEAD PREFIX, R; PWORD, R) (final version)

There is some evidence that the prosodic structure in (113a) describes not only 
words derived by head prefixes but also many historically prefixed Romance 
loanwords. Specifically, the same type of variation recorded for verbs derived 
by 6e-prefixation is also recorded for loanwords with stem-initial stress which 
were historically derived by a monosyllabic prefix ending in the grapheme <e> 
(cf. Kenyon & Knott 1944, Jones & Gimson 1977, Wells 1990). According to 
various English pronouncing dictionaries the words in question exhibit not

66 Wells also cites three variants for each verb historically derived by en-prefixation (e g. 
[m]trap, [en]trap, [on}trap ‘entrap’; [m]tice, [en]tice, [on]tice ‘entice’). Adverbs derived by a- 
prefixation do not exhibit any variation but are always pronounced with initial schwa.
67 The prosodic structure o f Simplexes like balloon obeys the clause o f the SLH (i.e. Strict 
Layer Hypothesis) which requires that all prosodic constituents be dominated by constituents 
o f the immediately higher category. The violation o f that requirement in verbs derived by head 
prefixes indicates that the SLH can be dominated by other constraints (cf. Selkirk 1995). 
Specifically the prosodic properties o f head-prefixations indicate that the SLH is dominated by 
the alignment constraint stated in (114b). The observation that verbs derived by en-prefixation 
form a single domain o f syllabification if  the stem begins with a vowel indicates that the align-
ment constraint in (114b) is in turn dominated by a constraint which prohibits onsetless sylla-
bles (c f the words e.nable ‘enable’ vs. un able ‘unable’ in careful pronunciation).
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only the same range of variation but the corresponding variants have also the 
same stylistic connotations (cf. Wells 1990):68

(115) b[i]lieve, b[a]lieve, b[i:]lieve ‘believe'
d[i]crease, d ecrea se , d[i:]crease ‘decrease’
r[i]peat, r[a]peat, r[i:]peat ‘repeat’
pr[i]fer, pr[a]fer, pr[i:]fer ‘prefer’

All verbs which exhibit the variation in the pronunciation of the prefix vowel 
illustrated in (115) obey the constraint that the stem-initial cluster is a 
wellformed syllable onset (e.g. de[kr]ease ‘decrease’ but not de[kn]X, 
de[mn]X, de[tps]X, etc).

What distinguishes the words in (115) synchronically from simplexes like 
benign, bizarre, eleven, etc., which do not allow for the occurrence of tense 
vowels in prestress position? The examples in (115) may suggest that stem 
recurrence is relevant (cf. -lieve in relieve, -peat in compete, -crease in 
increase, -fer in confer, -mit in commit) but there is evidence that stem recur-
rence is neither a necessary nor a sufficient condition. That is, the three variants 
illustrated in (115) are also listed for the verbs in (116a). whose stem is unique. 
On the other hand, the variant with the tense vowel is not listed for any verb 
historically derived by se-prefixation regardless of stem recurrence (cf. (116b)):

b[i]gin, b[a]gin, b[i:]gin ‘begin’ *Xgin

r[i]lent, r[a]lent, r[i:]lent ‘relent’ •Xlent

d[i]sire, d[a]sire, d[i:]sire ‘desire’ *Xsire

s[i]düce, s[a]düce, *s[i:]duce ‘seduce’ reduce, induce, produce, deduce, 
adduce

s[i]lect, s[a]lect, *s[i:]lect ‘select’ elect, prelect, collect

s[i]clude, s[a]clude, *s[i:]clude ‘seclude’ exclude, include, preclude, 
conclude

The variants with tense vowels are largely restricted to verbs derived by the 
native prefix be- or one of the Romance prefixes re-, de-, and pre-, which,

68 In some words for which Wells lists all three variants vowel length appears to be an identity 
effect with respect to the base, in which the length o f the corresponding vowel is due to stress 
(e.g. [i:]gyptian ‘Egyptian’ - [v.]gypt ‘Egypt’, d[i:]monic ‘demonic’ - d[\:}mon ‘demon’). In a 
few others, the listing o f all three variants appears to be random. For example, the name 
Rebecca is (mistakenly?) listed with all three variants (i.e. R[i]becca, R[a]becca, R[i:]becca), 
but Renata is listed with only two variants (i.e. R[i]nata, R[a]nata).
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unlike the historical prefix se-, have been adopted in native word-formation. It 
appears that the productivity of the prefixes re-, de-, and pre- in native word 
formation prompts some speakers to assign the prosodic structure in (113a) to 
loanwords whose initial syllable is phonologically similar to those prefixes. 
The prosodic differences between the Romance loanwords reduce and seduce 
can accordingly be represented as in (117a, b):69

(117) a to

A
a a

ri.duws sa.duws
‘reduce’ ‘seduce’

Assuming that the distinct prosodic representations in (117a, b) are adequate 
the question arises of how hearers infer them on the basis of phonetic inputs. 
Provided that the difference in those prosodic structures is indeed (ultimately) 
due to the fact that the prefix re-, but not the prefix se-, has been adopted in 
English word formation one might consider to invoke the alignment constraint 
in (118) for parsing verbs like reduce. On that view the inference of the 
prosodic structure in (117a) (rather than that in (117b)) on the basis of the 
phonetic input [ri.diiws] presupposes the recognition of a monosyllabic prefix 
which precedes a foot with initial prominence.

69 The evidence from stress shifts may seem to argue against the proposal that verbs derived by 
head prefixes like beknit and loanwords like reduce have identical prosodic representations. 
That is, verbs derived by head prefixes like those in (ia) systematically resist the type of stress 
shift which is characteristic for verb to noun conversion illustrated in (ib):
(i) a belie]v *> belie]N b reject]v  > reject]N

ensiire]v *> ensure^ defect]y > defect^
However, it appears that the ungrammaticality o f the stress shift in (ia) is not due to the 
prosodic but rather to the morphological structure o f those verbs. Specifically, there is 
evidence that the process illustrated in (ib) consists o f two rules: a strictly morphological 
conversion rule shown in (iia), which ‘feeds’ a sporadic rule o f  stress shift which applies to all 
nouns regardless o f  their morphological structure. The claim that these two rules are separate is 
supported by the examples in (iib) each o f which undergoes only one o f those rules.
(ii) a V > N conversion adjustment to stress patterns for disyllabic nouns

reject]v > reject]N reject]N > reject]N
b desirejv > desire]N —

—  insect^ > insect]n
As for verbs derived by head-prefixes they never undergo the rule o f  V > N conversion, which 
is a purely morphological property. Not being convertible to nouns they never meet the condi-
tion for adjusting to the stress patterns for nouns.
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(118) ALIGN (MONOSYLLABIC PREFIX, R; (LEFTHEADED) FOOT, L)

The alignment constraint in (118), while possibly originally due to analogy 
with the alignment constraint in (114b), is used only in analysis. The relevance 
of the leftheaded foot in (118) is shown by the fact that prefixes followed by a 
stressless syllable are always fully integrated into the prosodic structure of the 
stem. Compare the verb derive in (119a), which at least for some speakers has 
a non-integrated prefix, with the noun derivation in (119b), for which the 
prefix is prosodically fully integrated for all speakers:

CO b o)A
A

Iw s .
A A

a  ct a s a w a s a w

di.rayv de.ra.vey.Jan

As has been demonstrated in section 4.1 prefixes which form separate pwords 
or in fact proclitics do not exhibit the dependence on stem-initial stress illus-
trated in (119a, b). That is, neither the prefix in (120b) nor the clitic in (120d) 
is subject to Trisyllabic Laxing:

A b A c CG d
( 0  CO 

1 1

CO CO 

1 1 A A
Z  Z

1 1 

a  a

I  z

1 A
a  a  a t\ k

r[iy]write
‘rewrite’

r[iy]combine
*r[e]combine
‘recombine’

a  a  
[o] ball 
‘a ball’

a  a  a  
[a] balloon 

*[ae] balloon
‘a balloon ’

The generalizations illustrated in (119), (120) confirm the claim that the prefix 
in (119a) is neither a separate pword nor a clitic.

5. Universality
In section 1 it has been shown that in English all and only the phonological 
properties which relate directly to prosodic constituents (e.g. stress, syllabifi-
cation, moraic structure) correlate and indicate pword boundaries. The 
assumption that these diagnostics are not only crucial for determining pword 
structure in English but refer to essential properties of pwords calls into ques-
tion several analyses proposed in the literature. The cross-linguistic evidence
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considered here will be confined to prosodic properties of prefixed words in 
French. According to Hannahs (1995) all productive prefixes form separate 
pwords in French which can be expressed in terms of the alignment constraints 
in (121):

(121) a ALIGN (PREFIX, L; PWORD, L) 
b ALIGN (PREFIX, R; PWORD, R)

The most compelling phonological evidence for the claim that prefixes form 
separate pwords in French word formation concerns syllable structure. One 
argument concerns the rule of Glide Formation which requires the high vowels 
/i, y, u/ to be syllabified in onset position and accordingly pronounced as glides 
(i.e. [j, q, w]) when another vowel follows (cf. the suffixed words in (122a)). 
The violations of Glide Formation in the prefixed words in (122b) indicate that 
the prefix does not belong to the same domain of syllabification as the stem 
(from Johnson 1987: 893, also cited in Hannahs 1995: 28):70

(122) a [kobni]+[al] ->  [kobnjal] b [s3mi]+[arid] ->  [samiarid]
‘colony’ ‘al’ ‘colonial’ ‘semi’ ‘arid’ ‘semi-arid’
[atriby]+[abl] -> [atribqabl] [dti]+[alkolik] -»  [Stialkolik]
‘attribute’ ‘able’ ‘attributable’ ‘anti’ ‘alcoholic’ ‘antialcoholic’

There is also evidence that monosyllabic prefixes can form a separate domain 
of syllabification in French. Despite the occurrence of the word-initial clusters 
sp, st, and sk in French postvocalic s is regularly syllabified in coda position 
before a stop as is shown in (123a) (cf. Lowenstam 1981). The syllabification 
of postvocalic 5 in onset position in (123b) indicates that the prefixes do not 
belong to the same domain of syllabification as the following stems (from 
Johnson 1987:897, also cited in Hannahs 1995: 33f).71

70 Glide Formation is not entirely regular in French as is shown by minimal pairs like [ruel] 
rouelle ‘disc’ vs. [rqel] ruelle ‘alley’. The blocking o f glide formation is accordingly not a 
reliable positive boundary signal in French.
71 Lowenstam cites the application o f a rule called ‘Closed Syllable Adjustment’ in (123a), but 
not in (123b), in support o f  the distinct syllabifications of the clusters consisting o f s plus stop 
in (123). This rule describes the neutralization o f the vowels [e], [a], and [e] in favor o f [e] 
when a tautosyllabic consonant follows (cf. Schane 1968, Lowenstam 1981:598, Hannahs 
1995:34ff). However, according to Morin (1988) and Tranel (1987, 1988) Closed Syllable 
Adjustment is completely lexicalized in Modem French and apparently functions as a 
phonotactic rule synchronically.
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(123) a [res.te] rester 
‘remain’ 
[des.te] destin 
‘destiny’

b [re.stryk.ty.re] restrukturer 
‘to restructure’ 
[de.sta.bi.li.ze] destabiliser 
‘to destabilize'

Unlike the clusters shown in (123) any clusters which also occur word-initially 
and for which sonority increases are regularly syllabified in onset position as is 
shown in (124a). The LOI-violations in (124b) show that consonant-final 
prefixes can also form a separate domain of syllabification.72

(124) a su[.bl]imation 
‘sublimation’ 
as[.tr]onomique 
‘astronomic’

b su[b.l]ingual 
‘sublingual’ 
pos[t.r]omantique 
‘postromantic’

The type of LOI violation illustrated in (124b) is also common in prefixed 
words in English as has been shown in section 1.4.2. However, consonants 
which are followed by vowels are always syllabified in onset position in 
French regardless of the morphological structure of words (cf. 125).

(125) a sub+odorer
post+operatoire 
sur+estimer 
mal+entendu 
sous+alimenter 

b in+acceptable 
pan+islamism 
en+ivrer 
non+intervation

-»  su[.b]odorer
—» pos[.t]operatoire
-»  su[.r]estimer
-> ma[.l]entendu
-»  sou[.z]alimenter
-»  i[.n]acceptable
-> pa[.n]islamism
-»  e[.n]ivrer
—► no[.n]intervation

‘to scent’
‘postoperative’
‘overestimate’
‘ misunderstanding ’
‘undernourished’
‘unacceptable’
‘panislamism’
inebriate’
‘non-intervention’

Hannahs (1995) assumes that all productive prefixes form separate pwords in 
French, including (most?) prefixes in the words in (125). Following Nespor & 
Vogel (1986) he argues that the nonalignment of syllable and pword bounda-
ries in those words results from a rule of phrasal resyllabification. However, 
there is no evidence supporting the claim that the prefix-final consonant is syl-

72 The distinct syllabifications o f the clusters in sublimation ‘sublimation’ and sublingual 
‘sublingual’ in French are supported by the phonetic transcriptions of these words in Wamant 
(1962). The distinct syllabifications o f the clusters in astronomique ‘astronomic’ and postro- 
mantique ‘postromantic’, which is not listed in Wamant (1962), are based on the judgements 
o f several native speakers.
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labified in coda position before the alleged rule of resyllabification applies.73 
Clearly, prosodic structures such as (su[.]b)(0(odorer)tt), where a syllable in-
cludes an internal pword boundary, are not consistent with the prosodic hierar-
chy and call into question the empirical basis for prosodic phonology.74

The observation that the prefixes belong to the same domain of syllabifi-
cation as the stems in (125), but not in (122b), (123b), or (124b) calls for a 
description in terms of ranked constraints.75 Specifically, ranking the 
constraint ONSET, which requires every syllable to have an onset, higher than 
the alignment constraint in (121b) yields the effect that prefixes are integrated 
into the pword of the stem only if they end in a consonant and the stem begins 
with a vowel.76

While the syllabic integration of the prefixes in (125) can be easily 
accounted for in terms of constraint dominance the proposal that prefixes form 
separate pwords in French is problematic in one additional respect. That is, 
even prefixes which form a separate domain for syllabification do not form a 
separate domain for stress77 nor do they necessarily satisfy Minimal Word

”  While there is no evidence for a syllabification o f the final consonants o f the prefixes in 
(125) in coda position the application o f ‘Closed Syllable Adjustment’ in premi[i.]re amie 
‘first(fem.) friend(fem.)’, but not in premi[e]r ami ‘first(masc.) friend(masc.)’, is sometimes 
cited in support o f  lexical syllabification, which precedes phrasal resyllabification (cf. Peper- 
kamp 1997 for references). This argument raises the question of how the final r, which must be 
absent from the lexical representation o f the masculin form, is (re)introduced postlexically. 
Assuming that Tranel (1987, 1988) and Morin (1988) are correct in characterizing Closed 
Syllable Adjustment as a phonotactic rather than a phonological rule this argument for phrasal 
resyllabification can be discarded.
74 The analysis o f the data in (125) in terms of phrasal resyllabification is also not consistent 
with the requirement that syllabification rules may not alter existing structure (cf. Steriade 
1982).
75 Cf. the analysis o f  Lardil morphophonology in chapter 7 in Prince & Smolensky (1993).
76 Assuming that violations of constraints are always minimal the question arises o f how the 
constraint ranking in question affects pword structures. One possibility are the structures 
(suJojfbodorerJdj or (subo)C0(dorer)M, where pword boundaries and syllable boundaries align 
and violation is minimal in that the pword boundary is ‘shifted’ by only one segment (cf. the 
candidate (sub)(0(odorer)c0) but where pword boundaries no longer align with morphological 
boundaries (cf. Peperkamp's (1997) proposal for comparable cases in Italian. The other possi-
bility is the structure (subodorer)m where pword boundaries align with both morphological and 
syllable boundaries, but the pword boundary is ‘shifted’ by several segments (albeit only one 
morpheme). Assuming that pword boundaries must necessarily align with morphological 
boundaries the first possibility can be ruled out. For English there is clear evidence from stress 
which shows that violations of alignment constraints due to the high ranking o f  ONSET yield 
structures where pword boundaries align with morphological boundaries (cf. Raffelsiefen, to 
appear).
77 The domain for stress in French is the phrase rather than words or affixes (cf. Trubetzkoy 
1958: 2460
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Requirements (cf. (123b)). There are two possible conclusions. First, one can 
accept the analysis in (121) for French and modify the definition of the pword 
in French to the effect that it forms the domain of syllabification, but not of 
stress or Minimal Word Requirements. The second possibility is to reformulate 
the alignment constraints in (121) as shown in (126), and reserve the notion 
pword for cases where morphological boundaries align with all word-intemal 
prosodic constituents.

(126) a ALIGN (PREFIX, L; a , L) 
b ALIGN (PREFIX, R; a. R)

The analysis in (126), which also presupposes the dominance of an alignment 
constraint (i.e. 126b) by ONSET, accounts for the violations of syllabification 
rules illustrated in (122b), (123b) and (124b). The first solution is desirable in 
that it allows for the generalization to be upheld that only pword boundaries, 
but not syllable or foot boundaries, are required to align with morphosyntactic 
boundaries thereby capturing one essential aspect of pwords.78 However, this 
approach precludes a universal definition of pword diagnostics. The second 
approach, which implies that pwords play no role in French,79 allows one to 
reserve the notion pword for cases where the domains of stress, syllabification, 
and Minimal Word Requirements coincide. Since the latter domains refer 
precisely to the units in the prosodic hierarchy which rank below the pword 
such a definition would be quite plausible. Perhaps increased knowledge of the 
relevant facts in a wide variety of languages will allow one to establish 
empirical criteria for resolving this issue.

6. Conclusion
There is evidence that historically prefixed words in English can be divided 
into three types on the basis of their prosodic properties: words in which the 
prefix forms a separate pword, words in which the prefix is fully integrated into 
the prosodic structure of the stem, and words in which the prefix is neither 
fully integrated nor forms a separate pword. The first category includes almost 
all native derivations where the prefix does not function as head but also 
certain types of loanwords whose stem matches an independent word in 
English (e.g. unaware, imprecise). The second category includes all loanwords 
whose stem does not match an independent word in English and for which the

78 Note though that the requirement that pword boundaries necessarily align with morphologi-
cal boundaries does not conflict with the description in (126).
79 Cf. Pulgram (1970).
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prefix has not been adopted in native word formation (e.g. seduce, commit). 
The third category includes all native derivations where the prefix functions as 
head and many loanwords for which the prefix has been adopted in native word 
formation (e.g. beknit, reduce).

It has been shown that in English all and only those properties which relate 
to the prosodic hierarchy below the word level (e.g. foot structure, syllable 
structure, moraic structure) correlate and indicate pword structure. By contrast, 
assimilation, focusability, and productivity do not correlate with any of those 
properties nor with each other. The phonological evidence for pwords corre-
lates with the morphosyntactic evidence which shows that pwords align only 
with stems which correspond to independent words whereas the notion of root 
(cf. Selkirk 1984) plays no role in the prosodic structure of English. It is argued 
that synthetic and analytic aspects of prosodic structure should be described 
separately where synthesis pertains to the speaker-oriented mapping of 
morphological to prosodic and then to phonetic structures whereas analysis 
pertains to the hearer-oriented prosodic parsing of phonetic input structures. 
Specifically, it is shown that certain generalizations which relate to the 
prosodic parsing of French loanwords in English can only be captured within 
an analytic model. The evidence from loanwords also argues for the correlation 
between prosodic structure and semantic compositionality to be described 
within an analytic model. The question of whether the diagnostics for pword 
structure established on the basis of the English data are valid universally 
requires further study.
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